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The objective of this thesis is to formulate recommen-
dations for the installation of production planning in the
Brazilian Naval Gun Factory, based upon the study of this
industrial technique in two United States organizations.
The plants studied operated on a close time schedule
during the last war, which means that production planning
was of major importance in their activity. Every depart-
ment in the plant was studied to determine how its func-
tions effect production planning; and these functions were
also studied in detail.
Information such as the layout of the plant, type of
manufacture, methods and standards, processing and flow of
orders, and industrial relations policy was acquired through-
out the study, especially when they were related to produc-
tion planning.
After the facts were compiled, they were used to es-
tablish a comparison between the two factories selected for
study regarding:
a) Organization of the enterprise.
b) Operation of the enterprise.
c) Forms involved in the enterprise.
After this comparison a summary of the actual organization
and operation of the Brazilian Naval Gun Factory was present-
ed.
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Finally, based upon a study of the activity in the
United States, recommendations were outlined for installa-




In Brasil, the peacetime naval industrial activity is
the nucleus from which a wartime industrial nation must grow.
The industrial might of a nation is of primary impor-
tance in its defense. It is therefore indispensable to keep
the factories up to date on new ideas, as industry itself
has done in widening its horizons from nile-of-thumb and em-
pirical methods to precision scientific techniques.
Not so many years ago the term "industrial engineer",
had a limited meaning. However, today the application of
motion and time study, production planning, production con-
trol, and plant layout is all included under the title of
"industrial engineer".
Many advances in these techniques have been made. Many
of these advances were reflected in the success of this
country in World War II.
The efficient management and operation of the industrial
activities in my country is a problem of primary importance
to the Navy and to the nation.
An important part of this problem lies in the introduc-
tion of industrial engineering in the Havy*s factories.
Developments of the last ten years have brought the In-
dustrial Engineering techniques to the forefront in industry
throughout the United States.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a procedure
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Gun Factory, based upon a study of this activity in th«
United States.
As plants have expanded, the Importance of production
planning has become more apparent. In order to have an ef-
ficient production planning system it is necessary to know
all the factors effecting the planning function and to know
in advance what problems may arise that will tend to de-
crease production.
Factors such as volume of production, equipment avail-
able, layout of the plant, factory organization, and process-
ing of orders must be known before these problems can be
corrected.
These factors can be most easily found by analyzing the
production planning system according to a definite procedure.
As part of this investigation a procedure was outlined
for obtaining the necessary information from manufacturing
plants.
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PREPARATION OF THE AIULISIS PROCEDURE
The preparation of the analysis procedure consisted of
making up a list of items which covered all the normal duties
of a production planning division* Some items are of a very-
general nature* Their principal purpose is to obtain informa-
tion which will show how the production planning system car-
ries out its assigned functions.
In order to have an efficient production planning system
it is necessary to know all the factors effecting the produc-
tion planning division.
These factors include:
a) type and volume of production
b) equipment and facilities available
c) layout of the plant
d) plant organization
e) procedures followed in the production planning
division.
These factors can be most easily found by analyzing the pro-
duction planning system used, according to a definite proced-
ure.
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PROCEDURE FOR INVESTIGATING "PRODUCTION PLANNING" IN
THE AMERICAN INDUSTRY
First Part *
Determination of the Organization o£ the Induatrlal Enter-
prise .
a) Structure of Organization. Organization charts.
b) Line of authority, degrees of responsibility, and
corresponding duties in the organization.
c) Position of production planning in the organization.
d) Commanications between the production planning func-
tion and other branches of the organization.
Second Part .




c) Layout of the plant.
Third Part .
Study of the paper work involved in production planning in
the Industrial Enterprise .
a) Standard process-sheet
b) Process chart-product analysis.
c) Operator instruction chart.
• rtoJ
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APPLICATION OF THE PROCEDURE
The proof of the usefulness of any procedure lies in its
application to the task for which it is designed.
In order to validate the procedure, it was necessary to
carry it out at the factories selected for study.
T\\ro factories were selected, each for the following rea-
sons:
First - The author was familiar with the activities
•
Second- The type of work done by the activities was simi-
lar.
Third - The type of work done was similar with the work
performed in the Brazilian Naval Gun Factory.
Fourth- It was possible to get information from these
organizations about a topic that is highly
confidential.
The U.S. Naval Gun Factory is a shore establishment
controlled by the Bureau of Ordnance.
The mission of the Gun Factory is to design, develop,
manufacture, assemble, inspect and test ordnance equipment
and also to serve as a source of prototypes of new weapons.
The accomplishment of its mission requires large engi-
neering and research staffs*
The National Forge & Ordnance Co., in Pennsylvania, a
civilian enterprise partially subsidized by the Government,
manufactures guns of several calibers and types.
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The product selected waa the gun barrel*
The difficulty in getting the confidential information
necesaary for the atudy was a amSoT problem in thia thesis*
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SECTION ONE
ANALYSIS OF THE NATIONAL FORGE AND ORDNANCE COMPANT
1, History .
The National Forge and Ordnance Company, in Irvine,
Pennsylvania, makes guns as one of its outstanding products.
"In May, 1914, Clinton £• Wilder, who was then superin-
tendent of a machine shop in Erie, Pennsylvania, formed a
partnership with Fred McCoy, a machinery salesman, and Frank
Gillespie, who owned a small machine shop located in the rear
of his residence, to manufacture a metal cutting drill which
had been invented by Mr* Wilder.
"As the prospects of building a successful business
looked promising, and since the partners wished to expand
into a broader field, a new building was procured and machin-
ery purchased suitable for machining a variety of light forged
products. These were principally hollow-bored forgings, such
as various types of spindles, shafts, and rolls. The forgings
were purchased from a local Erie source.
"In 1916 it was decided to make, rather than buy, the
forgings i^ich were necessary in their business. At this par-
ticular time difficulty was being experienced in obtaining
forgings due to the war in Europe, which this country entered
in April, 1917.
"As a result, the Irvine Steel Forge Company, located on
the present site, was purchased.
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"The machine shop in Erie continued to operate for appros-
imately one year after the purchase of the Forge Plant at Ir-
vine, after vrtiich time all operations were conducted in Irvine.
*»With the entry of the United States into the first world
was, expansion was started,
**A heat treating plant was erected and new machinery added
to enable the Company to better meet the requirements of its
customers.
"In 1926 full ownership of the Company passed into the
hands of Mr. Wilder and the name of the Company was changed
from The National Forge and Tool Company to The National Forge
and Ordnance Company.
"The steady growth of this organization has been firmly
founded in the reputation for quality NFO products have gained
among users of heavy duty forged products.
"The past of the Company represents years of hard work to
earn and maintain the position it has achieved.
"The history of the National Forge and Ordnance Company
covers more than thirty years of interesting and impressive
growth.
"For years the organization has been supplying the indus-
trial markets of the United States and those abroad with heavy
duty steel forgings, crankshafts, tubes, shafts, ingots, bil-
lets, ordnance materials and many other types of forged steel
products.".
1 - "A Manual for Employees" - National Forge & Ordnance Co.,
Warren, Penna.
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2. Factory Location .
The factory is located in Irvine, Warren County, Pennsyl-
vania, centrally placed with respect to large industrial
areas, such as Erie, Buffalo, and Pittsburg.
3. The Market .
The markets in which the products are sold are classified
into two types:
a) The national market.
b) The international market.
In the ordnance field the national market consists of
the United States Armed Forces.
As an example of the international market we can give
Brasil, which bought guns during the last world war.
4. Labor .
The present personnel have been built up and organized
with a keen appreciation of forging craftsmanship. Conse-
quently, this organization is composed of approximately 1000
skilled workers intent on making steel forging their life
work.
More than thirty years of forging have developed a wide
range of experience and an extensive knowledge of how forg-
ings should be made.
Labor is drawn from small nearby towns and rural areas.
It is the policy of the Company to set up and maintain
vxSL
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fair wage differentials between jobs in all departments,
based on differences in their relative requirements in terms
of skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions.
A job specification is maintained for every job showing
the description of duties, the rating of the job in terms of
the eleven factors used in the Job Rating Plan, the require-
ments of each factor which substantiates the rating, the
total points scored, and the corresponding labor grade.
An employee receives the minimum of the rate range ap-
plicable to his particular job classification as soon as he
is able to efficiently perform all the tasks that may be re-
quired in his occupation.
Inexperienced men may be classified as learners. Such
persons receive training on the job in one specialized occu-
pation, under the supervision of their department foreman who
has the responsibility for their proper instruction.
A shift premium is paid on the basic hourly rate to all
hourly rated employees.
Standard times are established on productive operations,
under the "wage incentive plan".
These standard times have been set with a view toward
allowing sufficient time to maintain high quality work. They
are based on time study and experience during a certain period
of application. They are revised whenever changes in process,
methods, tools, or machine tools justify such revision.
An employee or group of employees who have worked on
operations for which standards have been set, and who have
eici;.
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performed these operations in less than standard time, are
credited with a premium.
In accordance with established policy, individual rate
increases are made for the following reasons:
1 • Merit increases within the established rate range
applicable to the employee's particular job class-
ification.
2 - Individual promotion or reclassification.
IX
12.
I - DETERMINATION OP THE ORGANIZATION OF THE NATIONAL
FORGE & ORDNANCE COMPANY
a)
Structure of the Organization; Organization Charts *
This Company started with a small shop, and only in 1917,
with the entry of the United States into the war, was expan-
sion initiated*
The owner, Mr. Clinton E. Wilder, was the manager or super-
intendent. All men reported directly to him* He was the man
who established policies, assigned the jobs to be done, and
followed up on the jobs for purposes of direction and coordi-
nation*
From 1926 on, the company grew steadily, and during the
last world war the business expanded greatly, reaching a criti-
cal point in organizational procedures*
Today, all divisions have been coordinated, and all are
working toward a common purpose in conformity with established
policies*
The Company established a framework of authority and res-
ponsibility*
When an enterprise grows in size to a point where one man
can no longer exercise direct and personal control over all its
activities, he is compelled to delegate authority and responsi-
bility to others*
To facilitate the operation of the organization, consider-
ation must be given to the appropriate assignment of work; both
fix
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in terms of manufacturing operations and the abilities and
specialized skills of available personnel.
The organizational structure will necessarily vary with
the requirements of each company, but a planned organization-
al structure is indispensable.
To satisfy this necessity, the various functions of the
enterprise were outlined and charted in chart Number 1,
The main functions in a manufacturing concern are those
of engineering, manufacturing, sales, purchasing, industrial
relations, and accounting and finance.
In this company the stockholders, through their board of
directors, selected a president who was placed in charge of
the formation of the policies of the factory.
Under the President we have the principal groups, called
divisions.
The organization was built around functions, not indi-
viduals. The activities were blocked out following a repre-
sentative chairt which carries the major functions normally
necessary in most manufacturing enterprises.
The following divisions were omitted:
a) Industrial Relations.
b) Industrial Engineering.
The functions generally attributed to these divisions were
placed in other divisions.
A breakdown of theEngineering Division was made in order
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tion, A breakdovm of the Manufacturing Division was also
made in order to show the cornrnuni cations between the produc-
tion planning group and the several branches of the manufac-
turing division, as well as the paper work used by production
planning.
Using these charts gives us an idea of how authority and
responsibility are carried down to supervisors j foremen, and
group leaders.
Seven persons report directly to the president.
The general superintendent, head of the manufacturing
division, has under him four departments: personnel, material
control, production services, and production. He has one
assistant who works as General Superintendent on the night
shift.
The Financial Division has two main departments, one of
which is headed by the comptroller and the other by the Treas-
urer.
The Purchasing Division takes care of all inventories ex-
cept the steel scrap inventory.
The Testing Machines Division is a new division under the
control of a "Chief of Design*, with the purpose of manufac-
turing testing machines for tension, compression, flexure and
shear.
The Engineering Division , responsible for the preparation
of engineering data and drawings, is sub-divided into two de-
partments. Design and Production. These will be studied later.
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The Sales Department is divided into Estimating and





LINE OF AUTHORITY, DEGREES OF RESPONSIBILITY AND
CORRESPONDING DUTIES IN THE ORGANIZATION
The Overall Structure
Under the President we have the following divisions:
1) Sales.
2) Engineering.





To the assistant secretary was delegated the responsi-
bility for carrying out sales invoicing.
The separate divisions are subdivided into departments,
each with a designated head.
Sales
The sales division is divided into two departments:
1-1) Estimating.
1-2) Scheduling.
This division also includes personnel qualified for advertis-
ing, selling, customer relations and market surveys.
Engineering
In this case, the products require a large amount of re-
search and engineering, and a separate engineering division
at&i
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reporting directly to the president is justified.
The division is subdivided into:
2-1) Design department.
2-2) Production department.
The Production department is subdivided into:
2-21) Standard Product section.
2-22) Ordnance and special section.
Each department serves a designated function, and all
are coordinated in their activities by a "Chief Engineer"
as head of the division.
The "Design" department has as its duties:
2-11) Preparation of engineering data.
2-12) Design of the Product.
2-13) Preparation and maintenance of drawings,




2-17) Preparation of bills of materials.
2-1$) Research.
The engineering data include calculations pertaining to
the performance of the product, its strength characteristics,
operating speeds, permissible load, life, etc. The depart-
ment also prepares specifications for lubrication, servicing,
and replacement of parts.
Drawings are prepared for each part, sub-assembly, or
assembly; and serve as the foundation of all instructions
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issued to the manufacturing units, as well as Indicating all
necessary dimensions, tolerances, clearances and specifica-
tions*
The plant does not have an "Industrial Engineering** div-
ision, but the functions are distributed among the other div-
isions*
It should be noted that the chief engineer has a large
amount of work to do and great responsibility* He does not
have industrial and plant engineers to help hira handle the
technical problems of manufacture*
The chief engineer devotes only part of his time to the
research work of the enterprise* In this factory, where the
amount of research is not great, and is under the supervi-
sion of the chief engineer, each manufacturing unit does its
own research development* Each research unit is concerned
with problems and projects pertaining to the particular manu-
facturing unit with which it is affiliated*
The other important department of Engineering is called
Production, which is sub-divided in two sections: Standard
Product, and Ordnance and Special product*
Under the supervision of the chief engineer, the produc-
tion department has as its duties:
2-21) Development of manufacturing procedures*
2-22) Analysis of operations*
a) Standard process charts*








c) Operators instruction charts.
2-23) Determination of Time Standards.
2-24) Work Simplification.
2-25) Improvement of existing p]X)cedures*
2-26) Preparation of orders.
2-27) Layout.
Purchasing
All purchasing is channelled through one agency, the
purchasing department, under the supervision of the purchas-
ing agent. All vendors inquiries and contacts, as well as
purchasing commitments, are arranged through the purchasing
department. This centralization of purchasing has the fol-
lowing adv€uitages: more efficient ordering of materials,
elimination of duplication of effort, and simplification of
procedures. The purchasing agent of the company in this
type of organization should be able to deal with vendors on
technical details, and he should be familiar with the markets
that supply the materials.
The types of inventories controlled by the purchasing
agent are: raw materials, tools, purchased parts, finished
goods, and in-process inventories. These inventories are
also under the "Comptroller," who is head of the finance
division.
Sales Invoicing
Sales invoicing is a division entirely separate from







directly to the president.
Finance
In order to obtain better supervision of its two sections,
the Finance Division is split up under two division heads,
the comptroller and the treasurer.
The accounting department assumes responsibility for the
general and control accounts of the company. The »»costs"
section includes the recording and analysis of all costs per-
taining to the operation of the company. Under the treasurer
is the credit section, vdiich takes care of credit ratings for
customers. Accounts payable and receivable are divisions of
accounting.
The Department of Taxes and Government Controls is sig-
nificant because of the many federal taxes that affect the
company* 8 earnings.
The payroll section is under the accounting department.
Manufacturing
The General Superintendent is in charge of all depart-
ments directly related to the manufacture of the product.


































STRUCTURE OF THE MANUFACTURING DIVISION
It may be observed that in this company many more func-
tions are placed under the General Superintendent than in
other industrial organizations.
In the production department each foreman is responsi-
ble for approximately 120 men.
The assistant superintendent ii«orks as a general superin-
tendent on the night shift, but in the line of authority he
is under the general superintendent.
In the personnel controls department is included the
function of Industrial Relations, which today represents an
important part of industrial management. The human aspects
of business are coming more and more to the foreground in
industrial organizations*








7-16) Leaves, Layoffs, Transfers.
7-17) Terminations.
7-lS) First aid.
7-19) Weekly news bulletin.
The Plant Security SeOltion makes every effort to safe-
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guard all operations. Dangerous machines are provided with
guards. Most accidents are caused by using defectire tools,
disregarding safety instructions, or neglecting to use safety
appliances. Elimination of carelessness, and attention to
safety instructions is the goal of this department. It has
under its jurisdiction: plant guards, plant safety, fire pro-
tection, maintenance of buildings and grounds, trucks, bull-
dozers, and janitor service. As a matter of policy every em-
ployee is considered a member of the Safety Orgcmization, and
violation of safety instructions may be followed by disciplin-
ary action, even though the particular violation does not re-
sult in an accident.
Another important division in the company is called
"Mateirial Controls" and can be compared with "Production Con-
trol", which is in general a department of an "Industrial
Engineering Division". This material controls division is
sub-divided into five departments!
7-21) Production Scheduling.




This factory does not have a separate production control
division, however there is coordination between the various
activities based on the principles of production control. In
the production department however, we have the majority of
the organs of a production control system. The position of










this department under the Manufacturing Division is eound
because ''Production Control" « as a phase of an Industrial
program, is concerned with the problem of coordination of
the elements of production: labor, material, and production
facilities. In this factory, such elements as labor, produc-
tion services, materials and production sections are under
the supervision of the General Superintendent cf the "Manu-
facturing Division".




7-34) Welding and Cutting tools.
Quality control is not only involved with the setting of the
necessary standards of product quality but also with the es-
tablishing of an organization and the procedux^es for suffi-
cient inspection and control to maintain those standards
effectively. In other words, they keep the scrap pile as low
as possible. In the production of a gun, ndiere the forging
costs about 1450.00, and the gun barrel about #2,700.00, it
is easy to understand the importance of avoiding production
interruptions because of poor quality.
There is a tendency in this factory away from manual and
toward mechanical inspection. In this, the field of electron-
ics has tremendous possibilities in the control of quality
of guns. In this factory the final inspection of all products
before shipment is done in a section subordinate to the mater-
ial controls department. All other kinds of inspection during
its
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the manufacturing process iX under the responsibility of the
Production Department.
The Quality Control Section of the Production Services
Department is concerned with principles and techniques used
to achieve the degree of quality desired with the aid of three
laboratories:
7-311) Physical Laboratory - (Metallurgy).
7-312) Chemical Laboratory - (Chemical Analysis).
7-313) Testing Laboratory - (Testing for Physical
Specifications)
•
The Mechanical Maintenance Section is concerned with:
7-321) Machine repair.
7-322) Materials handling repair.
7-323) Boilers and Plumbing repair.
7-324) Yard and Buildings repair.
The Electrical Maintenance Section is responsible for the
upkeep of all electrical equipment, including electrical fur-
naces and power sub-stations.
The Production Department is one of the most important
in the organization. It is composed of five shops:
7-41) Melting Shop - steel production.
7-42) Forge Shop - press and hammer forging.
7-43) Heat Treat Shop - all types of heat treatment
except flarae hardening.
7-44) Flame Hardening Shop - Flame hardening.
7-45) Machine Shop.











The production foremen are the heads of the shops and are
directly below the General Superintendent. The heads of the
machine shop groups are assistant foremen, and are directly
below the machine shop foreman. The foremen are responsible
for personnel, quality, and production quantity within their
departments. They are almost free of clerical work, thus
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Procedure followed in the Study of the Organization ;
1) Determination of the type of organization.
In the Natinnal Forge & Ordnance Co., the type of
organization is one combination of line and staff.
2) Preparation of the charts of interest to our study.
Three charts were of interest:
2-1 - The General plan of the organization.
2-2 - Breakdown of the functions of the Manu-
facturing Division.
2-3 - Breakdown of the Engineering Division, to
show the position of the production plan-
ning function in the organization.
3) Determination of the number of top-level supervi-
sors reporting to the next higher level.
4) Separation of the staff functions from the line
functions.
5) Determination of the number of departments in each
division.
6) Determination of the number of sections in each
department
•
7) Evaluation and presentation in a simple manner of
the duties and responsibilities of each key posi-
tion.
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POSITION OF THE PRODUCTION PLANNING FUNCTION
IN THE ORGANIZATION
ProductlDn planning is the procedure for drawing a com-
plete process sheet, starting from a description of the pro-
duct to be made and a knowledge of the approximate volume
required.
Production Planning is the design of a process.
In the engineering department, under the "Chief Engi-
neer**, and with the name of "Production", is located the
function called production planning. The Chief Engineer is
then the man responsible for production planning in this
company. By studying the work performed in the department
and by consulting the chief engineer, the main functions per-
formed by production planning within the organization were
arrived at. These are:
1) Determination of manufacturing processes.
2) Analysis of operations.
2-1) Help in preparation of the standard pro-
cess charts.
2-2) Estimate of cost.
2-3) Help in preparation of operators instruc-
tion charts.
In the functions already established by this department in
the factory in study, the chief engineer decides what has
to be done and where, when and how it is to be done.
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1 - Design, Develop and
modify designs of
products manufactur-
ed by the company.
2 - Drawings and blue-
prints.
3 - Ballistics and launi-
tions.
4 - Standards and speci-
fications*
5 - Bill of materials.





1 - Manufacturing Process-
es.


















CHART NUMBER 3 - Breakdown of the Engineering Division to
show the position and functions of produc-
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In this phase of planning the product is analyzed
according to its component parts, and the required manu-
facturing operations are listed in order to foresee the
sequence of steps necessary for its completion. The analy-
sis of operations will aid in obtaining the best possible
process before beginning the work.
In this factory, plant layout is also under the super-
vision of the chief engineer and is done in the production
department.
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d)
COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN PRODUCTION PLANNING AND OTHER
BRANCHES OF THE ORGANIZATION
A functional analysis of the National Forge 2c Ordnance
Company organization was made with the purpose of determin-
ing the lines of communications between the Production plan-
ning function and the other branches of the organization.
To get an idea of the communication between the production
planning function and the other branches of the organization,
the best thing is to follow a "Sales Order** from the time it
is received in the design department to the time it goes to
the shop.
After receiving the sales order, the design department
prepares the bill of materials and drawings and makes copies
of them.
The originals of the drawings and bill of materials are
filed in the design department. Before filing the originals
however, copies are made of the bill of materials and draw-
ings and are sent to the office of the chief engineer. In
this office are also received the standard process sheets,
operator's instnaction charts, machine load sheets, and job
orders, all of which are prepared in the production depart-
ment and a file kept.
With the blueprints, bill of materials, standard process
sheets, operators instruction charts, machine load sheets and
job orders on hand, the chief engineer forwards them to the
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manufacturing division.
From the office of the general superintendent of the
manufacturing division these data are sent to the material
controls department, production services, and production
departments.
The Material Control Department receives the **Machine
load sheet". Production services can obtain, ^en necessary,
operators instruction charts.
The shops of the production department receive:
a) Blueprints.
b) Bill of Material.
c) Standard Process Sheet.
d) Operator's instruction charts, when necessary.
e) Job order.
As was mentioned before, the items (a) and (b) were prepared
by the design department and the items (c), (d), and (e) were
prepared by the production planning department, both under
the supervision of the head of the engineering division.
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II - OPERATION OF THE NATIONAL FORGE & ORDNANCE C0I'4PANT
a)
MANUFACTURE OF THE PRODUCT
2-1 - Introduction
One of the most effective weapons in the last world war
was the 5 inch 3^ calibre gun. This weapon, a masterpiece of
naval ordnance, and a long-time standard on many naval ves-
sels, was designed as an anti-aircraft weapon but at the same
time it is very effective against surface targets and enemy
land installations.
In order to obtain the accuracy of which the gun is cap-
able it is necessary to work to limits usually found only in
small precision parts. An error of only one minute of arc is
permitted in the training mechanism. The lateral movement of
the mount in the training bearings must be held to within
.002 to .004 inches. The elevating arc and pinion are held
to a backlash of from .0015 to .0025 of an inch.
2-2- The manufacturing process vd.ll be studied in three
distinct parts:
2-21- Manufacturing of the ingot.
2-22- Manufacturing of the gun barrel forging.
2-23- Manufacturing of the gun barrel.
2-21 Manufacturing of the ingot
a) Layout of the plant - Figure No. 1
Ref.:
b) Drawing No. 1
The National Forge & Ordnance Go. makes its own steel.
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As a result, it is able to control the quality of its steel.
It has installed Basic Electric Furnaces for raelting the
steel, because the electric furnace has very definite advan-
tages over other steel melting methods, such as more uniform-
ly high quality. By the electric method it is possible to
hold the chemical analysis within close limits. Cleaner steel
can thus be produced, and lower sulphur and phosphorous con-
tents can be obtained.
Ko steel is poured until the chemical laboratory has
checked the analysis of the batch and approved it.
Every half hour after the charge is melted a carbon teat
is made.
The chemical composition of the steel required to make
the 5"/33 gun barrel is as follows:
Carbon .34 to .40%
I«tonganese .5^ to .68%
Phosphorus •03/'* (maximum)
Sulphur .03% (maximum)
Silicon .20 to .30;.
Chromium .80 to 1.10%
Molybdenum .20 to 30^
Nickel .30 to .k5%
The important characteristics of this steel are:
a) Unusual ability to resist attack by corrosive media
at atmospheric or abnormal temperatures.
b) Unusual strength at elevated temperatures.
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The melting furnace is of the electric arc type. The
electricity is purchased from the Pennsylvania Electric Co.
The incoming lines bring the power to the substation at 3-
phase, 33,000 volts where it is then transformed to 16^7
volts for furnace use. The furnace runs one shift approxi-
mately S hours per day, five days per week. It produces two
heats each shift and four ingots. The furnace must be oper-
ated at night to concerve on the demand from the electric
company.
The ingot heating soaking pit, re-heat furnaces, pouring
pit, and hydraulic ingot stripper are other component parts
of the equipment in this shop.
The furnace charge is made up from the material in the
bins, and placed in chutes for a side door for charging the
furnace. The charge is weighed on the platform scales to ob-
tain the correct amount.
The charge is melted and an analysis is made for the
chemical laboratory. After the analysis, the correct addi-
tion of alloys is made and the charge is refined. The charge
is then poured into a ladle and from there into the ingot
moulds located in the pouring pit.
After the steel has cooled sufficiently in the mold, the
mold is stripped from the ingot by means of the Hydraulic
Ingot Stripper. The ingot is then placed in the Heating Soak-
ing Pit to be heated to forging temperature.
After the ingots are heated to forging temperature they
are removed from the Ingot Heating Soaking Pit with pit tongs
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suspended from the Press Crane and placed in the 1250 ton
High-Speed Forging Press.
In the manufacture of a gun barrel the ingot must have
sufficient weight to make the forging, and 10^ extra for
heating loss, 5^ for bottom crop and 20^^ for top crop. Crops
are the ends of an ingot containing defects vrtiich are cut off
and discarded.
The ingot should be large enough to give a good reduction
when forging. The 25j", 17,500 pound corrugated ingot is
shown on drawing No. 1.
The ingot frora which the 5"/3^ gun barrel is forged is corru-
gated to the shape of an octagon. A tong hold is left at the
top of the ingot to assist in handling.
2-22 Manufacturing; of the gun barrel forging .
a) Layout of the plant - Figure No. 1
Ref.:
b) Drawings Nos. 1, 2, and 3»
After the ingot is poured and allowed to cool it is placed
in a suitable heating furnace and heated to forging temperature
(approximately 2,250 degrees Fahrenheit). It is then allowed
to soak until the heat is uniform. Soaking accomplishes the
attainment of uniform temperature throughout the piece.
The ingot is then removed from the furnace. One end is
gripped by the jaws of the 10,000 pound straight line manipu-
lator and the ingot is forged to a 19i" octagon in a 1,250 ton,
open-die, High-Speed Forging Press. The 194" octagon is placed
in the re-heating furnace and reheated to forging temperature.
After the 19^" ingot has again been heated up to forging
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temperature and soaked until the heat is uniform it is with-
drawn from the reheating furnace, placed in the press, and
forged to the final sizes given on the final forging drawing.
The forging is then buried in ashes and allowed to cool slov/-
ly. When cool, the forging is taken to the cold saw and an
etch disc cut from each end. The disc is then etched in acid
and examined for inclusions.
The disc is one inch thick, machined and polished on one
surface, and then etched with hot diluted hydrochloric acid.
The examination of the disc is done under a microscope to de-
termine whether the steel contains any non-metallic inclusions
or defects that could be injurious to the gun barrel.
In the hydraulic forging press the pressure is applied
slowly, allowing time for the flow of metal, and the effect
penetrates deeply into the metal.
This proper forging technique will consolidate the central
ingot metal and avoid internal bursts or tears. Tears are rup-
tures caused by pulling metal apart. Bursts are internal dis-
continuities caused by improper heating, cooling, or forging.
The operation must be performed in such a way that a sat-
isfactory direction of flow lines will be developed, and the
ingot axis maintained in a favorable relation to the final
forging contours.
The ingot is taken to the Hydraulic Forging Press by an
overhead crane. To make the forging solid, the ingot is there
forged down and draim out by repeated workings. The forging
operation is discontinued when the ingot has cooled to about
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The method used produces a forging whose length is con-
siderably increased by reducing the section and simultaneous-
ly elongating the ingot. The working for reduction or shaping
takes the form of a locally applied force which displaces the
metal under compression, after which it is relieved and a new
portion subjected to the working force.
The pressure exerted on the metal may vary from Ij to 25
tons per square inch. The slow application of pressure of the
hydraulic press enables a relatively small press of 1,250 ton
capacity to make forgings of a size that would require an enor-
mous hammer, and results in deeper penetration.
The forging process used in the National Forge is the fol-
lowing one:
a) The ingot is placed in the Ingot Heating Soaking Pit
which is at a temperature of from ISOO to 2250 de-
grees Fahrenheit for approximately 26 hours.
The time for heating is about one hour per inch of diame-
ter. The diameter of the ingot (Drawing No. 1) is 28-l/6«.
b) After the ingot is heated to forging temperature it
is removed from the Ingot Heating Soaking Pit and
placed in the 1,250 ton forging press. The ingot is
forged to a 19^" octagon. The forging operation is
stopped v^en the temperature comes down below 1600
degrees Fahrenheit, and takes about one hour.
c) The 19i" octagon is placed in the reheat furnace and
reheated to forging temperature for about 19 hours.
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d) The 19i" octagon is withdrawn from the reheat fur-
nace, placed in the prsss, and forged to the sizes
given on the final forging drawing. This second
forging operation takes about 1,4 hours.
e) The gun barrel forging is buried in ashes for slow
cooling for four days.
During the cooling period, the steel passes through a
series of molecular changes effecting the structure of the
metal. This change of structure produces internal stresses
which must be controlled and minimized by slow cooling. The
burying in ashes prevents air contact and permits uniform
slow cooling.
The above represents a complete operation cycle.
2-23- Manufacturing of the mm barrel .
Reference: a) Layout of the plant, Figure No. 1
b) Drawing No. 4*
In any industry the work to be done can be broken into
the following types of activities:
1 - Imparting an original shape
2 - Changing the shape.
3 - Inspection.
4 - Assembly.
5 - Conversion. -..:..
In the manufacturing of the 'm^-'l^m^tm mi''$^&^Mi m
original shape to the ingot already obtained. Now, in the
manufacturing of the gan barrel we will change the shape of
the forging by removing material. During the process we will
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see that we will make inspections, and by means of heating
treatment, we will make conversions. Assembly will not be
made because the gun barrel is an alloy steel monobloc.
A work unit is a modification of a product done without
essential interniption. The work unit does not tell what
machine or other equipment is to be used in order to modify
the product. It only indicates what the modification will con-
sist of.
These fundamental concepts will be the basis for the des-
cription of the manufacturing process.
Although the gun barrel forging is a product of impres-
sive proportions, it frequently requires a machine finish com-
parable in accuracy with the fine parts of precision instru-
ments. This requires machining craftsmanship of the highest
order as well as equipment of exceptional size and capacity.
National Forge has organized its greatly extended machine
shops with a multiplicity of machine tools divided into groups.
The machining of such large products to such fine dimensions
calls for skilled machinists in the machining of steel forg-
ings.
The layout of the machine shop permits straight line pro-
duction, the forging progressing in an orderly manner through
its various machining operations: from cold sawing, rough
machining, rough and finish boring, to finish turning, grind-
ing, planing, slotting, drilling and milling.
A smooth system of crane operation carries the forging
from one machine to another as the work progresses through the
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main machining aisle of the machine shop.
A gun barrel steel forging is conceived in a blueprint
and a set of specifications. Those specifications include a
steel of specific analysis and heat treatment for certain de-
sired physical properties, and precise tolerances for the
finish machining.
The heat-treating schedule is the responsibility of the
metallurgist and is checked by pyrometer controls.
A well equipped laboratory determines the physical pro-
perties by means of tensilic, impact and hardness tests.
Also available are I-ray and Magnaflux equipment to make
sure that the exacting requirements are fully met in the final
forging.
The micrometers and other measuring gauges used by the
machine tool inspectors are checked against Johansson blocks.
The metallurgical laboratory is complete with equipment
to make all kinds of examinations, such as macro-etch and
microscopic inspection.
The physical laboratory is fully equipped for tensile,
impact, and bend tests.
The machine shop is equipped with a wide range of tools
for rough and finish machining. There are lathes for both
turning and boring; from small bench lathes up to lathes of
72" swing and be4s up to 120» long; boring machines; planers,
both double frame and open side; radials drills up to 6»
;
surface grinders; cylindrical grinders for work up to 26"
diameter and 50* long; shapers; milling machines; slotters.
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up to 36** stroke; a jig borer; and a great many other machines
and tools designed for special work*
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS
Following the plant layout, we will describe the manufac-
turing process, summarizing the operations performed in each
group of the machine shop.
First Operation ! Center.
Machine - Horizontal centering machine.
Tool - Combined drill and countersink.
The gun barrel forging must be set up in the machines between
centers, then it is necessary as a first operation to deter-
mine the centers. The center is determined in the horizontal
centering machine, where the layout of the piece is done.
The centers are obtained by means of a combined drill and
countersink.
Second operation ! Rough turn breech for a length of 24",
spot for steady rest, face ends and open
up for rough bore.
Machine - 36" x 35" Engine lathe.
Tools ! a) High speed tool steel bit.
b) Drill.
c) Lathe bore tool.
The breech end of the forging is rough turned for a length of
24", in the 36" x 35" engine lathe. To spot for rough bore
the diameter is smooth turned to receive the steady rest jaws
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of the machine. The ends of the gun barrel forging are faced
before the operation of rough bore. Open up is a preparatory-
work unit for rough bore. At first a drill is used and then
a lathe boring tool.
Third operation ; Rough bore.
Machine - 36" x 60» Boring Machine.
Tool - Rough bore tool on the boring bar.
The solid forging is placed on a boring machine and bored out
as a preliminary operation for the next operation of boring.
Fourth operation ; Rough turn.
Machine - 36*' x 35' Engine Lathe.
Tool - High speed steel tool bit.
The outside diameter is rough tunned as shown in Drawing No. 4*
In this operation the speed is raaintained as great as the tool
will stand without requiring sharpening more often than every
two or three hours when cutting continuously. As a rule, in
this operation the greatest depth of cut and feed per revolu-
tion that the work, the machine and tool will stand at the
highest practicable speed must be taken.
Fifth operation ; Layout to drill end for heat treatment.
Bench work .
The bench leader carefully determines the positions of
the holes to be drilled in order to avoid mistakes which might
otherwise be made.
Sixth operation ; Drill 4i" hole.
Machine - Vertical drill.
Tool - Drill.
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The 4i" is drilled through the end at right angles to the
axis of the forging on the vertical drill. This hole is used
to attach the forging to the fixture so that it can be sus-
pended in the Vertical Heat treating Furnaces.
Seventh. Eighth and llinth operations ; Heat-treatment.
Equipment - Vertical heat treatment fumace(5' diameter
X 30* deep), and oil quench tank.
The heat-treating department is equipped vdth vertical fur-
naces and tanks for quenching. This equipment is available
to normalize, quench and draw the gun barrel. This heat
treatment is a necessary part of steel forging specifications
for guns. Forgings suspended in these furnaces are free from
external stresses. The oil firing applies heat evenly over
the entire length of the forgings. This uniform heating
avoids the development of internal strains. Quenching in a
vertical position permits uniform cooling which further avoids
the setting up of uneven strains in the forging.
Before heat treatment, as was done in previous operations,
the gun barrel is rough machined to approximate size and shape
so that the heat treatment will penetrate uniformly over its
entire surface area.
The elements of time and temperature of heating are ex-
tremely important. To make sure that each forging receives
its prescribed heat treatment, recording pyrometers are used,
to register a chronological record of temperatures throughout
the heat treating cycle. The length of time that a forging
remains in a furnace depends of the size forging, its carbon
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content, and the temperature of the furnace.
The oil quenching tanks, 5* in diameter and 30* deep,
into which the forging is immediately immersed after removal
from the furnace, are about the same size as the heating pits,
and are also sunk in the ground.
Forgings are immersed in the direction of their longitu-
dinal axis. The oil is kept in circulation continually by
means of a pump which forces it up through the bottom of the
tank, the overflow being carried off by a pipe at the top to
a tank outside the building. The quenching treatment is ob-
tained by immersion in the oil.
In the normalizing treatment, the iron-base alloy is
heated to approximately 100 degrees F. above the transfoiTna-
tion temperature range followed by cooling to below that
range in air at room temperature.
In the drawing treatment the alloy steel is heated below
the transformation temperature range followed by the desired
rate of cooling inside the furnace. When cooled to about
300 degrees F., the forging is removed from the furnace.
The transformation temperature range is the temperature
spread within which the atomic, molecular or granular struc-
tures of iron-base metals change their forms*
Tenth Operation ; Saw
Machine - Saw
Tool - Circular saw.
The test specimens are cut from the ends in locations
specified and pulled to determine if the alloy steel will
meet the physical requirements. The factory has a well
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equipped testing laboratory where accurate determinations
are made of the physical properties of the heat treated forg-
ings* These tests include tensile, impact, and hardness
tests. Specifications governing the manufacture of ordnance
material, which are changed from time to time to keep up to
date with the best metallurgical practices and results, state
the physical requirements the material must fulfill. These
requirements are carefully checked by inspection and analysis
in the testing machines.
Eleventh operation : Indicate and mark runout.
Equipment - Indicator.
If the "indicating and mark run out" operation shows that
the gun barrel warped, it is heated to a point below drawing
temperature and straightened.
To straighten the gun barrel a press similar to the one
used to forge the ingotis used.
Twelfth operation ; Spot, face and open up for first hognose.
Machine - 36" x 3$' Engine lathe.
Tool - High speed tool steel bit.
Lathe boring tool.
The gun barrel is smooth turned to receive the steady
rest jaws of the boring machine. The ends are faced. To
prepare for the work unit "hognose", the gun barrel is opened
up using a lathe-boring tool.
Thirteenth Operation ; First hognose.
Machine - 26" x 60» Boring machine.
Tool - Packed bit (hognose shape).
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The packed bit consists of a cylinder of maple built
on a steel frame. The two cutters used in obtaining the hog-
nose shape, diametrically opposite, are set in a frame at its
forward edge to the size of the hole it is intended to bore.
The diameter of the wood packing is maintained a few thou-
sandths greater than the diameter of the cutters so that the
close fit in the bore will furnish a steady bearing for the
cutters. The shank of the bit is secured to a boring bar by
means of a threaded section. The packed bit boring bar is a
long bar which is supported in several bearings and i^ich is
driven longitudinally by a motor drive.
Fourteenth Operation : Indicate and mark runout.
Equipment - Indicator.
To ascertain whether a bore has been done :rue, it is
indicated for eccentricity. A dial is mounted on the end of
a long telescopic pipe placed in the bore. As the forging is
revolved over the rollers on the 7 blocks, the eccentricities
of the bore, pressing against a spring-loaded arm, cause a hand
on the face of the dial to rotate in either direction. This
gives plus or minus readings in thousandths of an inch.
Fifteenth Operation; Rough turn outside diameter to plus
3/16" over finish size, spot, face, and
open up for second hognose.
Machine - 36** x 35» Engine lathe.
Tool - High speed steel tool bit.
Lathe boring tool.
The outside diameter is rough turned in two cuts to plus
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3/l6" over finish size. The mfichine used is a rough engine
lathe with & 30 H.P. drive motor. The other operations are
preparatory to the second hognose.
Sixteenth Operation: Second hognose.
Machine - Boring machine.
Tool - Packed bit.
A second rough bore with £. packed bit is made, bringing
the bore diameter to 4«65''.
Seventeenth Operation ; Indicate and mark runout.
Equipment - Indicator.
The procedure is the same as the Fourteenth Operation.
Eighteenth Operation ; Radial e^qjansion.






By the radial expansion, hydrostatic pressure is applied
to the bore until the outer surface is stressed to approxi-
mately its elastic limit., as prescribed on the specifications
and technical instructions.
The forgings are expanded in separate pressure stages, be-
ginning with the breech state and progressing in sequence to-
ward the muzzle. During each application of the prescribed
pressure the portion of the bore from the packing at the
breech end to the forward limit of any pressure stage is sub-
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jected to the bore pressure prescribed for that stage.
The apparatus for radially expanding gun forglngs con-
sists of pumps, an intensifier and arbor connected by high
pressure piping and provided with check and drain valves, and
gauges for measuring the pressures. The intensifier serves to
step up the hydi»ostatic pressure to a maxiffiura of 125,000 lb.
per sq. inch. The arbor which is inserted in the bore of the
forging carries the longitudinal load due to the packings and
acts as a filler bar by means of which the liquid necessary
to expand the gun forging is reduced to a thin amount between
the arbor and the bore of the forging.
Packing at each end of the bore is held in position by
screwed-in plugs to seal the liquid under pressure. The pres-
sure is applied in increments of 5,000 lb. per square inch.





























As the pressure is applied in increments of 5,000 lb/
sq/in., the outside diameters are measured and checked against
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a theoretical curve showing the relation between the bore
pressure and the dilation of the outside diameter.
Ninteenth Operation ; Inspection.
Equipment - Indicator.
After the radial expansion operation the gun barrel is
set up in a bench over V blocks with rollers to determine its
inside and outside runout. The maximum runout permitted for
5"/36 gun forging is 0.20". If the runout exceeds this amount
the forging is straightened at shop temperature, provided that
the height of the bow or arc does not exceed .004" per inch
of length over which the arc extends. After such straighten-
ing the runout of the forging should not exceed .20".
Twentieth Operation; Finish bore.
Machine - Boring ?4achine •
Tool - Packed bit.
The gun barrel is then finish bored with a 5 inch hole
straight through. Two cuts are required. The allowed toler-
ance is only 0.002" oversize and zero undersize. 0.00$** is
allowed for honing.
Tiventy-first Operation ; Indicate.
Equipment - Indicator.
The same procedure is used as in Operation Fourteen.
Twenty-second Operation ; Honing.
In a combined movement of rotation and translation, a
head with several stone segments held out against the bore by-
springs gives a final finish and polishing known as honing.
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Twenty^thlrd Operation ; Finish turn, file and polish, and
cut out threads.
Machine - 36" x 35* Engine lathe.
Tool - Broad nose tool.
The gun barrel is finished on the outside diameter to
the prescribed dimensions. This operation must be done before
rifling. The tolerance specified is usually within 0.001
inch. Snap gauges are used to check the dimensions.
The external file and polish treatment is given by spe-
cial cleaning and polishing devices which are held by the
workers while the gun barrel is rotating in the lathe.
The threads are cut on the outside of the barrel.
Twenty-fourth Operation ! Rifling.
Machine - 5"x45' Rifling machine.
Tool - White rifling head, and grooved bar.
The gun barrel is rifled, using a white rifling head and
a grooved bar. The groove in the bar corresponds to one turn
in 30 calibers.
The rifling head has 3 sets of cutters. The first set
is used to cut the grooves to the full depth by taking from a
half-thousandth to a thousandth of an inch per cut. The sec-
ond set and the third set are used to widen out the grooves to
the proper id.dth.
The rifling operation is very long. It takes 60 hours.
Rifling is done in a machine resembling a boring machine, ex-
cept that the i*lfling bar, which takes the place of the boring
bar, has a spiral slot cut in its surface, the pitch of which
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corresponds to the pitch of the rifling it is desired to cut.
A different bar, then, is required for each type of gun.
An extension of the bed plate alongside the rifling bar
carries a steel spline, which is set to the form of the de-
veloped rifling by set -screws. For rifling of uniform twist
the development is a straight line. For increasing twist the
development is a curve. By means of the spline, the pinion
gearing, and the rack, one end of which is kept pressed against
the spline, the rifling bar is revolved at the proper rate as
it is fed past the stationary cutting tool.
The white rifling head, a hollow cylinder slightly small-
er than the bore of the gun, is keyed in a socket in the end
of the rifling bar. The cutting tools are set in pockets
placed at equal intervals circumferentially around the forward
edge of the head. The number of tools is half the number of
grooves to be cut.
A cone, which is moved axially inside the head by a scrow,
is employed to move the tools outward. The screw, which has a
vernier to indicate the position of the cutting tools, is
reached through an opteing in the side of the head.
A pin projecting through the front face of the head, when
pushed in, causes the cutters to collapse inward, thus enabling
the head to be withdrawn without danger of scoring the bore.
All rifling is done from the muzzle end. When the bar is
advanced for the first cut, a lug in the forward steady rest
bearing engages in the rifling bar slot and rotates the bar as
the head is fed into the gun, cutting the grooves W3.th the
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correct pitch. After rifling, the lands and grooves are
star-gauged. The action of the cutting fluid for lubricating
and cooling the cutters is very important.
Twenty-fifth Operation; Bore out chamber.
Machine tool - 36" x 35' Engine lathe.
Tool - High speed tool steel bit in a boring bar. A
profile is used to trace the contour of the
chamber.
The engine lathe is used for boring out the chamber.
There are two general designs for the powder chamber,
those for bag guns and those for cartridge case guns. This
example is the latter and is much simpler to bore. The cham-
ber is checked by fitting in a gauge made to the maximum di-
mensions allowed for the cartridge case.
Twenty-sixth Operation : Grind chamber.
Machine - Internal grinder.
Tool - Grinding wheel (cylindrical) and a profile
used to trace the contour of the chamber.
The internal grinder is used for grinding the chamber.
The grinding wheel is mounted on a slide parallel to the ways
of the machine. The movement of the tool is rotary and reci-
procating. The feed is perpendicular to axis of the work.
Twenty-seventh Operation ; Extractor slots.
Machine - Planer.
Tool - End mill.
The extractor slots are milled in the breech end to a
layout done on the face of the breech end.
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TwentV'eJghth Operation : Key way.
Machine - Planer.
Tool - Milling cutter.
The key way is cut in the outside of the barrel. The
purpose of the key is to keep the gun barrel from tunning on
its slide. This milling operation is done in the planer.
Twenty^ninth Operation : Interrupt thread.
Machine - Planer.
Tool - Mlling cutter.
This operation is done in the planer, with the tool sta-
tionary and the work reciprocating. The capacity of this
planer is 36"x36"xl4**.
Thirtieth Operation : Chrome plating.
Equipment - Electroplating tank.
This process is used to chrome plate the bore of the gun
barrel. With the advent of chrome plating many opportunities
developed for increasing the life and usefulness of ordnance
parts by electroplating areas ^ere excessive wear occurred.
Chromium, being hard, of considerable wear resistance, and of
some corrosion resistance, gave increased life to parts such
as the gun barrel which are subjected to these conditions.
All major caliber gun barrels from 3" to 16" are chromium
plated throughout the bore. " . '
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Once the basic manufacturing process has been determined,
the next step is to select the productive equipment along with
its standard and special tools, jigs, fixtures, etc...
By means of the forging process an original shape was im-
parted to the gun barrel forging. The reduction of material
to specified shape and dimensions was obtained by the action
of cutting tools and machinery. The heat-treating department,
by normalizing, quenching, and drawing the gun barrel, changed
the physical properties of the metal in accordance with speci-
fications. In the radial e^ansion process the bore and the
external diameters were slightly enlarged because of the per-
manent deformations set up by the hydrostatic pressure.
This step will be the selection of the exact type of pro-
ductive equipment required to perform the outlined process,
and the calculation of the number of machines necessary. To
do this we will make use of production data. The first item
of information to be utilized is a forecast of the production
required. This is essential to an appraisal of the produc-
tion equipment required.
The primary objective in selecting the exact number of
machines is the prevention of bottleneck operations. The
estimated production is J
a) Units per year - 950 gun barrels.
b) Plant capacity in units per day - 4 gun barrels.
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Next to be considered is the work-ahift policy.
Based on this policy, the number of hours that the equip-
ment is to operate per week can be computed. The length of
the working day will be considered, as i«jell as the number of
shifts. This factory is a continuous-process industry, i^ere
because of "warm up" cost, the 24-hour day is a virtual eco-
nomic necessity.
There are two major factors which will combine to reduce
the established production rate:
a) Loss through scrap or rejects.
b) Low production efficiency.
In this factory, due to the high price of the gun barrel forg-
ing, (about |2,700.00 per piece), the loss thrxsugh scrap or
rejects has been reduced to a minimum. We will assume that
this figure is so small that this allowance villi not be taken
into consideration. The important factor is the production
efficiency.
We will select the types of machine tools and the number
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DATA FOR COMPUTATION
1) For: Rough turn, rough bore, finish turn, finish
turn, finish bore, grind, plane, honing, and radial
expansion.
a) hours/day =24
b) days/week « 6
c) weeks/year r 50
d) hours/year « 24x6x^0 s 7,200
e) good units/year r 950
f) good units/hour = 950 = 0.132
7,200
g) production efficiency = BO^ (data given by the
chief engineer)
•
2) For: Drill and saw*
a) hours/day s S
b) days/week s 5
c) weeks/year - 50
d) hours/year - 3x5x50 - 2,000
e) good anits/year - 950
f
)
good units/hour s 950 rO«475
g) production efficiency - BO^
3) For rifling.
a) hours/day - 24 . .m
b) days/week :; 7
c) weeks/year - 50
d) hours/year - 24x7x50 = 8400 hours/year
e) good units/year s 950
scx.o - Oce g -
•xXe-xjjoii. 004^8 - 0^xVx4VS: z •^ss'^XEii/oii (b
01^ 9 'ta9Y\a;flau b^os (s
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f) good units/hour r 950 s 0.114
g) production efficiency - 80^
FORI^JLA FOR COITPUTATION ^




1) Boring machines (rough bore)
Standard time for the operation - 16 hours
Na 0.132 z 2.7 St 3 machines.
lx.80
""is:
2) Engine lathes (rough turn)




= 2.3 a 2 machines.
3) Tertical drill
Standard time for the operation: 2.5 hours
Ns 0.475 - T
l^ X .80' " ^ machine
27?
1. Apple, J.M. , "Plant Layout and Materials Handling", The
Ronald Press Co., New York.
us.
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Finish Machine Group
1) Boring Machine (finish bore)
Standard time for the operation: 21 hours
Ns 0*132 3.5 4 machines
1 X .80
21
2) Engine lathes (finish turn)









Standard time for the operation: 20 hours
N = 0*132 ; 3.3 « 3 machines
1 X .80
k) Internal grinders
Standard time for the operations! 15 hours




Standard time for the operation: 15 hours
N= 0.132 s 2.4 =2 machines
TT
6) Rifling machines
Standard time for the operation: 60 hours
Ns 0.114








1 - Melting Shop:
1-1 - Electric melting furnace, capacity 15 . • • 1
1-2 - 10 ton scale 1
1-3 - Furnace transformer 1
1-4 - Pouring Pit 1
1-5 - Ingot Heating Soaking Pit 6
1-6 - Reheat furnaces (tv/o chambers) •«•••• 2
1-7 - Chemical laboratory 1
1-S - Electrical sub-station • • 1
2 - Forge Shop:
2-1 - 1250 High Speed Steam Hydraulic Forging
Press 1
2-2 - Straight line manipulator (10,000 lb.). . . 1
2-3 - Boilers (150 p.s.i., 5,000 Ib/h) 2
2-4 - Water Softener 2
2-5 - Steam feed water purap 2
2-6 - Saws . . « . o . a 2
3 - Machine Shop:
3-1 - Rough I^iachine Group.
3-11 - Boring Machines (rough bore),
36" X 60 » 3
:' 3-12 - Engine lathes(rough turn) ,36"3{35» . . 2
3-13 - Vertical Drill 1
3-14 - Bench (layout to drill) 1
d • • .
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3-2 - Finish Machine Group:
3-21 - Boring I4achines (finish bore),
36" X 60» 4
3-22 - Engine lathes (finish turn) ,36"x35* . 5
3-23 - Planers, 36«x36»xl4» .3
3-24 - Internal grinders •••••••.•• 2
3-25 - Honing machines 2
3-26 - Rifling machines, 5"x45» S
3-3 - Heating Department:
3-31 - Vertical furnaces $• dia.x 30»deep# . 4
3-32 - Oil quenching tank 5» dia«x30»deep. . 1
3-33 - Water quenching tank 5'ciia,x30»deep . 1
3-4 - Radial Eacpansion: • = ^
3-41 - Indicating benches • • • • 2
3-42 - Rough engine lathes . « 2
3-43 - Radial expansion equipment •• • • • 2
^c . «eOc«dC,(ff«i;> rieinn) aaiiirsX doi:3ii2 - SS*C
; soxeitsqiS lui&BH
a®iid-£X 9Xi±sfi© flgiJoS •* S4*'^
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c)
Layout of the Plant
Reference! Plant layout - Dravring No. 5.
The machine tools are laid out by the product-line
method, in the order in T(rfiich they are used.
The flow of materials is in the form of a U so that pro-
duction progresses from one point to another.
This arrangement of equipment speeds up the manufactur-
ing cycle by reducing the inventory of pieces in process as
well as the time required for their handling, makes produc-
tion easier to control, and eliminates back tracking of ma-
terials.
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Ill « PAPER WORK INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION PLANNING OF THE
NATIONAL FORGE & ORDNANCE COMPANY
a)
Standard Process Sheet
Reference: Figure No, 2
By definition, production planning is the procedure for
drawing a complete process sheet, starting from a description
of the product to be made and a knowledge of the approximate
volume required. A process sheet is a special form of a pro-
cess-chart product-analysis.
Based on the above considerations we can say that a pro-
cess sheet is the analysis of the separable steps of the pro-
cedure involved in performing the work required to modify a
product. This analysis is indispensable prior to the starting
of production as an aid in obtaining the best possible pro-
cess and in developing standard procedures.
In the National Forge & Ordnance the "Standard Process
Sheet" is kno\fn by the code: Form No. 12 9-45 3000N. It should
be noted that this form is set up in order to obtain a logical
and definite sequence of operations performed on a certain
product at a definite time. The body of the sheet consists
of:
First column ; Operation number .
To indicate the sequence of operations, each one receives
a number. The first operation receives the number 10, the
second 20, etc.... This is done because sometimes the study
of the process indicates the need for a new operation between
Xd
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(po PROM.!.P:n iiar 29. 1951 ^t^^, Alloy StMl
4/day des^riptiom Guii Barrel TRPAT....rK,^orBi*liM-qii«nrh-
NAME OF OPERATION MCH.NO.
ESTIMATED
Center MCI .5
Roudi turn breech, spot, face ends and open up SI 1 7.5
lough Bore mi 16.0
Koujxh turn EL2 U.O
Layout to drill Bl •4
Drill U** hole Dl 2.5




Heat-treat (Draw) H-T-2 a.o
S9M ends C-8-1 1.7
Indicate and vamrk runout I-l 2.5
£ L 3 a.5
First ho/sqoose B M 4 14.0
Indicate and mark runout 1-2 2.5
Wofasii turn outside diameter to plus 3/l6»» over/finish SL U U.O
Second So^piose m 5 14.0
IndiCAte and mjirk ninowt 1-2 2.5




Fini^ bore mi 6 21.0
\ Indicate an^ mark; f»^ne»it X-2 2.5
Honing H 1 15.0
Fini^ turn, file, polish, and «itout threads SL 5 32.0
Rifling maohii^ R 1 60.0
Bore out chaober EL6 25.0
Grind chamber 1 15.0
Mill Extractor slots P 1 U.0
Cut key—way 9 1 3.0




two operations which were numbered before. In this case the
new operation can receive the number 11 and all other opera-
tions in the sequence will keep the previous numbers. The
numbers in this column indicate the sequence of operations.
Second Column : Name of Operation .
It states the operations necessary to manufacture th«
article or part in their proper sequence. The work units
are listed within each operation in the order required by the
process. Here it is necessary to establish a clear distinc-
tion between "operation" and "work unit." An operation is a
modification of a product that takes place essentially at one
location. A "work unit" is a modification of a product done
without essential interruption.
Third Column ! Machine number .
This column is used to indicate the machine tool where
such operations will be done and the equipment which will be
used. After grouping the work units into operations and ar-
ranging the operations in the proper sequence, we now deter-
mine the equipment needed to perform the work.
This factory has the following groups, roughing machines,
finishing machines, heat-treatment, radial expansion, and
rifling. Inspection is under the material control department
and the laboratories are under the quality control section.
Fourth Column : Estimated time .
The standard time is set operation by operation.
In the manufacturing of gun barrels, the standard times
ar© obtained from existing data. If some alteration takes
-/Bisqo -ssii^o lis baB II i&daiiin 9d;jr ©vx®o©i nao /lolcTfiTeqo wsn
exlT •ai»dffii/n ayoiveiq ©ii;t q®e3J illw ©oneup^e ©xlcf ni snol^
.anoi^Bi«qo lo eo.a5>ijp©8 ©ricT ©ctgolbnj: mwXoD elrl5 nl eiedatua
Qitatf litow ofiT •©on©up©a laqo^q lio-iicr nl cT-tisq 10 sLt>l;^&
©ricr Y^ b®ii:jjp©T[ lebio ed^ al nolits'isq© dss© nJ:xi;t.£w bs^eJfcX sib
& al itoicTsieqo nA ".^laif iiow" brtis "nol^sieqo" ite©wcr©cf nol^
©no ^B '^XXsJtc^iieBS® s^i&lq 8©3Cstf ;riSff^ (touboiq 5^ lo nold-BDllibOK
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place in the process or in the equipment the standard time
is again determined from time studies, improved procedures,
and work simplification studies performed by the "Production
Planning Department" of the Engineering Division,
The set-up time is included in the standard time for
each operation. In this factory the set-up of the machine
is made by the operator and the time involved in setting up
is very small, compared with the length of time of the oper-
ation.
Heading of the form ;
The heading of the form contains:
a) Code
b) Number of customer order,
c) Name of the customer.
d) Number of the shop order.
e) Number of pieces to be manufactured.
f
)
Description or piece name.
g) Treatment to be made*
Estimate Sheet
Reference: Figure Ho. 3
After preparing the "Standard Process Sheet", production
planning prepares the "Estimate Sheet".
The columns "Operations" and "Hours" are taken from the
columns "Name of Operation" and "Estimated Time" of the
"Standard Process Sheet".
The new columns in this sheet are:
-laqo «ii^ "lo •«±;f lo ii^^©X exi^ ric^iw l>©-jflqiaoo ,XI«BJe X^^sv t:!
noi^touiioiq ,"^©«££8 38©.
•ifcr •rcl a*3(a^ e
o«>«ria eJfcfi.
ESTIMATE SHEET uj5aNF&OCo. Form 264
Comparisons
Operations Hours Rate Cost Check
1








The rate is based on the estimated manufacturing costs.
It is an accepted practice vrfien estimating costs of products




In this company, because of long experience in this kind of
manufacturing, the engineering department knows the values of
the rates of the divisions above, and therefore the combined
rate which must be filled in the third column of the "Esti-
mate Sheet",
The engineering department knows, based on the experi-
ence, that:
a) The rate of the forging press, including the
furnaces and the manipulator, is |125.00 per hour,
b) The rate of the heat-treat furnaces, including
the tanks, is |B0.00 per hour.
c) The rates on the saw, centering machine, and
vertical drill are |8.00 per hour.
d) The rates on the engine lathes (rough and finish),
boring machines (rough and finish), rifling
machines, planers, intenial grinders, and honing
machines are |10,00 per hour.
The fourth column will give the price of each operation.
.:iD3flD in
.a;taoo s^i'i^^s^^'^i^^^ bectBial^Ja© eri;?
no b©3i>(i ^;i ecTBi oilr




.'., .1 c-io 10 0o-£'i SUA (b
SfjibtflonJt ,80OSfnel crsei^r-.^i;©!^ oii^ to ©ctbi ©riT (d
Off i^q OO^OSl el ,83*n*;r sricf
,(iialan hoB fi^wot) •iU«I •nl'gm ©rt;J xio so^Jbi sfiT {b
, iuorf i*q 00.0X1 0"XB ssfliiiofim
based on the figures in Column 2 (hours of operation) and
Column 3 (rate/hour of each machine involved in the opera-
tion) •
A considerable amount of time is saved by making use of
previously estimated parts vdiich are components of the pro-
duct, or of the product itself as in our case, on which an •«-
timated cost is desired. The estimated costs computed in
Column 3 are compared and checked against Column 4 (check).
In Column 4 we have the complete cost of the operations, as
computed by the accounting department of the financial divi-
sion, \riiere consideration has been given to changes in labor
rates, material costs, plant equipment, transportation facil-
ities, maintenance, and the expected depreciation of the assets.










g) Name or description of the piece.
h) Specifications.
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Process chart « Product Analysis
Reference: Figure No. 4
»»A Process Chart-Product Analysis is a graphic means of
portraying the separable steps of the procedure involved in
performing the work required to modify a product from one
stage of completion to another. ?rocess*Chart6*Product Ana-
lysis should be made iffhenever possible for all materials
«
prior to the inception of production, to aid in obtaining the
best possible process and layout before the beginning of work."^
The Process Chart - Product Analysis annexed to this the-
sis illustrates the manufacturing procedure for the gun barrel
that is used in the National Forge & Ordnance Company.
c)
Operator Instruction Sheet
Reference: Figure No. 5
The results of operation study are recorded on such
forms for the instruction of foremen and operators. The stan-
dard process sheet determines the processes ancl time allow-
ances for each operation.
1. Mundel, M.E., "Motion and Time Study Principles and
Practices", New York, Prentice Hall, 1950.
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Operator-
Part No. 101
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Method Oh'TriTNAL Machine No.
joperotion N^Ai^in-AQTwhr; op c;oiviFTir;7^':D h;;^T Operation No. loi
Part No.
'art name o\m rahkrt. : Chart by del castillo
Date charted ::akgh-2o>i95i
syiviiOL EXPLAlvATICN |
V To planer n° 1
V J Machine extractor slots
Y To planer n<' 2
\J Machine kev way
Y To nlsiner n^ 3o Interrupt threads |
Y To chrorrjii:L'n plate
V -> Cromlum olate
Y To shiDDlnp: department
LJ Cuantitv insoectlorl
\/ Controlled storage at shipping department
SYLiCLS NAME QUANTITY |
1
() OPEPATICN 34
D QUANTITY INSPECTION 2O ^vUALITY IlJ^PECTIOIi fi
o LOVKx.iEi^l' 4?
W Tt2a\n^hY oTCiAGL 1
V CuriTKOLLLD 3TUi-u->'?E 2
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In the "Operator Instruction Sheet", details of the par-
ticular operation are written, and the operators are expected
to follow the planned method until a change is authorized.
In the "Operator Instruction Sheet" information is given con-
ceming:
a) Sketches for the piece to be forged.
b) Standard time for one piece.
c) Name of operation.
d) Number of pieces.
©) Steel alloy necessary for the operation.
f) Heat-Treatment required.
g) Dimensions of the piece.
h) Weight of the steel required.
i) Net weight of the forging.
j) Customer order number.
In other cases, as in the machining of one piece, the
tool layout is sketched, and informations about cutting speed
in r.p.ra. or ft./min. and feed in inches per revolution ar«
placed in the sheet.
These sheets, uriien they are necessary, are sent with the
standard process-sheet to the forman of the department.
The time-keeper of the department places the "standard
time" in the operator instruction sheet and he records the
time when the operator starts the operation.
In this factory this sheet is used to help the worker on
any operation of the manufacturing process. It is used for
the work of individuals, as on the lathes , boring machines.
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etc, and also on the work of crews, as in the case of the
forging operation. Another characteristic of this sheet in
this particular plant is that it is used as a Time Record.
The time keeper has on his sheet the time allowed for the op-
eration and records the time actually spent on the job. The
time spent can then be compared with the time originally es-
timated.
These work records of the "operator instruction sheet"
are compared with the records of the clock cards for cost ac-
counting and payroll pur*poses. From these records the payment
of special premiums, bonus and overtime is calculated.
-qo « :. -^le Qffiicf ©rlJ d-seris exri no SBfl rtoqsoy: ©mid" eriT
8iiT •dOi, 9x1^ nc ifflsqs x-^-i^^^-'^^^^ ©miJ OIi:^ Bbiooei boB hoI^bis
^^teerie noxoDjjx:tafil -:od-£i©qo-' . loosi :jI*xow oaoilT
-sij d-aoo 'tol ebiBO jIdoIo ©rfd- 'io amoosi silc? d:fhf beisqinoo sib
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SECTION TWO
ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES NAVAL GUN FACTORY
!• History .
"In 1799, when the Washington Navy Tard came into being
as the production and maintenance arm of a young United States
Navy, it had a long and challenging row to how. French depre-
dations on American shipping and an undeclared war with Tripoli,
which had been responsible for bringing the Tard into being,
preceded its baptism of fire.
"During the War of 1612, the burning of Washington by
the British forced the Secretary of the Navy to order the torch
put to the Yard to prevent its stores and powder from falling
into the hands of the enemy. It was a grim order that Captain
Thomas Tingey, the first Commandant of the Navy Yard, was
obliged to carry out, and it was not until the end of 1S14
that the work of reconstruction could begin.
"However, by I8l6 there had risen from the blackened
twelve acres of land three large brick storehouses, a work
shop 1900 feet long, a forge house with twenty-two forges and
three furnaces, a steam-operated forge hammer, three ship
houses and ways, timber yards and wharfs. Even in this early
period of its growth, the Navy lard had become a major source
of new materials, the scene of the evolution of many ordnance
manufacturing processes and of the development of skilled
artisans.
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"Because the Anacostia River tended to fill its bed,
the Navy Yard gradually becarae armorer to the fleet rather
than shipyard, but development work continued, nevertheless,
in hull and machinery improvement.
"An iron steamer, the Waterwitch, was built in 1B43, and
when the Merrimac, one of the "ironsides," struck at Newport
News after the outbreak of the Civil War, the Yard workers
were prepared to accelerate the counter-development of annor
plate, a function which grew to tremendous importance then
and as time went on.
"During this war period, the Navy Yard was the base
from which the Potomac Flotilla operated to keep that stra-
tegic line of communications open to the sea; ordnance pro-
duction was expanded and the Yard personnel, naval and civil-
ian, assisted gallantly in the defense of the Capital. From
its founding, it had served the nation as faithfully as it
was to do through three more wars.
"In I8S3, when construction of the new American navy was
begun, it fell to the Yard to supply guns, gun mounts, ammu-
nition hoists, shells and torpedo tubes to the fleet. So the
establishment was prepared for the later task, on the out-
break of war with Spain, to overhaul and transfer the stock
of slow fire guns to what was known as "quick-fire" guns - a
change from percussion to electric firing. Work was rushed
to complete this equipment for Commodore Watson's squadron
that wa«tx) carry the war into Spanish waters, but the brevity
of the conflict did not permit the factory to deliver the new
.0^
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ordnance, and fighting was done with the equipment on board
at the beginning of the war, all of it produced at the Navy
Yard in preceding years - a performance that proved a job
well done.
"With the election of Theodore Roosevelt to the Presi-
dency, the ordnance factory of the Yard operated on a round-
the-clock schedule to meet the extensive expansion program
for the enlarged fleet. Many improvements in plant and
equipment were made to permit, among other things, the hand-
ling and assembling of from 1" to 16" guns.
"Except for a brief return to the normal work load dur-
ing the Taft administration, development continued on a twenty-
four hour basis through World War I, ii^en orders for 14", 50
caliber guns, experimental batteries of 18" guns for battle-
ships, fire control systems, firing circuits, lighting sys-
tems and wireless equipment drove the Yard to the limit of its
production. The most outstanding performance was the rapid
design and completion of the naval railway guns intended for
long-distance bombardment of enemy lines after the German
invasion of France.
"The Yard was naturally affected by the disarmament pro-
gram that followed the war, but the naval building program,
initiated by President Franklin Roosevelt, began another
period of great expansion that led eventually to the extra-
ordinary volume of ordnance production during World War II.
All records for naval weapon development and manufacture were
exploded by the huge tonnage of complex material that came
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from the factory, much of it far ahead of ship installation
schedules, while design and development of experimental
models of new weapons of war continued,
"Today, a visitor to the Naval Gun Factory - as it was
renamed in 1945 - might consider the name a misnomer. For in
the 1S8 buildings that sprawl over 125 acres along the Anas-
costia River and have become the primary industrial establish-
ment of the District of Columbia, and the largest naval arma-
ment plant in the world, there are facilities for the research
and development of aircraft armament, the production of opti-
cal instruments, rockets and rocket launchers, bomb and tor-
pedo equipment, depth-charge projectors, electrical and elec-
tronic equipment and myriad miscellaneous special weapons,
apart from the manufacture of guns, fire control equipment,
and catapult guns. In fact, the Gun Factory which produces
the finest naval ordnance in the world, is a master factory
and a center of mechanical and manufacturing efficiency such
as industry rarely sees."
"The first real step in the conversion of the Yard into
an ordnance plant was taken on August 16, 1B47, when the
Bureau of Ordnance placed Lieutenant John A. Dahlgren, U.S.N.
,
at the head of an independent department and gave him the
direction of all ordnance matters at the Navy Yard. A fur-
ther concentration upon ordnance manufacture came as result
1. Public Information Office, "Ordnance Production", Wash-
ington, D.C., U.S. Naval Gun Factory, 1951.
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of the general order of August 14, 1886, which established
the Gun Factory at the Yard, The principal growth of the
Gun Factory took place during those years vriien the defense of
the nation demanded the utmost in the design and production
of naval ordnance. The unique character of the establishment
was officially recognised when the Washington Navy Yard be-
came the U.S. Naval Gun Factory on December 1, 1945. This
was a simple change in title and not in function.
"During both World Wars the Naval Gun Factory has been
the master technician and inspector for the nation-wide sys-
tem which the Bureau of Ordnance established for the produc-
tion of naval weapons. Taking original design and research
data from other agencies of the Bureau, the Naval Gun Factory
has made and continues to make prototype models of weapons
for experiment and testing. Its singular success in this
field may be attributed in no small measure to the accumula-
ted experience and skill of its designers and mechanics, many
of whom have several decades of service to their credit. The
attributes of a long-practice trade combine with sound train-
ing to make versatile and reliable craftsmen. The history of
the Washington Navy Yard and the Naval Gun Factory is a double
history. It is the record of the development of naval ord-
nance from wooden gun carriages and iron cannon to the most
modem automatic weapons and guided missiles. It is also the
story of the civilian employees of the Yard and Gun Factory
who have rendered one hundred and fifty years of unbroken
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2
service to the people of the United States and their Navy."
2. Factory Location
The factory is located in Washington within the bound-
aries of the District of Columbia. The buildings are located
in an area of 125 acres along the Anacostia River.
3. The Market
The national market is represented by the United States
Armed Forces. As an example of the international market we
can give Brasil, which bought fire control equipment during
the last World War.
4* Labor
At Navy Department Headquarters there is a Department
Civilian Personnel Director who has the responsibility of de-
veloping and recommending to the Office of Industrial Rela-
tions policies and precedures. The OIR is concerned with the
Navy's entire civilian personnel. 3^*5^ of the Navy's man-
power is comprised of civilians.
For graded or classified jobs, each position is evaluat-
ed and its proper grade and salary level determined. For un-
classified jobs, the wages are set in accordance with prevail-
ing local rates in the Washington, D.C. area as required by
governing legislation.
2. Taylor Peck, "Round Shot to Rockets", U.S. Naval Insti-
tute, Annapolis, 1949.
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The workers in the factory are divided in two groups,
classified and unclassified.
if-1 - Unclassified:
4-11 - Unskilled laborers.




These include all employees whose positions
are classified into grades and services and
whose salaries are set by the classification
Act of 1949.
The workers have a probational period.
In the case of 4-11, 4-12, 4-13, the employee is hired
for a specific job such as machinist, painter, etc.,. He is
not expected to work outside of his trade.
In the case of 4-14, the employee is hired to fill a job
for \diich a detailed job description has been written. The
salary is determined on the basis of this job description.
A 40-hour week is established by law for both classified
and unclassified personnel. Normally the work week comprises
5 days of S hours each. In excess of 40 hours per week, the
employees are entitled to overtime.
As government employees, they are denied the right to
strike.
There are two types of retirement, retirement for age,
or length of service and disability retirement.
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There is an "Efficiency Rating System" for the classi-
fied and for the unclaasified group. For the unclassified
group the system adopted is called "Shop Efficiency Rating
System". There are regulations governing the use of these
systems » but they operate on the same basic principles. Both
require an employee's supervisor at stated intervals to eval-
uate his performance by specified factors, to reduce this
evaluation to writing, to have this rating reviewed, and to
allow him to discuss it if he wishes. Both provide appeal
procedures.
It is the responsibility of the factory to furnish neces-
sary training to allow the employee to maintain and improve
his skills. The Navy's "Employee Development Program" in-
cludes several types of training.
In the factory there are the so-called "white collar"
group consisting of clerical, professional, technical, ac-
counting, administrative and other similar types of "office"
positions, and the so-called "blue collar" group, consisting
of labor, helper, mechanical, supervisory or "shop" positions.
The classification and pay of the white collar group is
covered by the classification Act of 1949.
The"blue collar" positions involving groups 4-11, 4-12,
4-13, 4-14, have wages rates based upon wage data for compar-
able jobs in the labor market area.
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I - DETERMINATION OF THE ORGANIZATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISE
a)
Structure of the Organization; Organization Charta .
Reference: Chart No. 4.
The United States Naval Gun Factory Is under control of
the Bureau of Ordnance « Navy Department.
Following the chart No. 4 (structural), we can see that
Its affairs are administered by the Superintendent, a naval
officer of flag rank, through the heads of the following de-
partments:











To understand the complexity of this organization we must
remember that the factory must be ready to meet ever-widening
demands in the fields of metal fabrication, machining, and
optical, electrical and electronic development in connection
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with ordnance for the air, surface, and sub-aurface units of
the fleet.
To study the structural and functional organisation, we
must first consider the mission of the Gun Factory. This
mission is to design, develop, manufacture, assemble, inspect
and test ordnance equipment. This includes guns and mounts
of all calibers and types, aviation ordnance, torpedo tubes,
rocket launchers, projectiles, fire control equipment, opti-
cal equipment, cartridge cases, spare parts, tools and acces-
sories, and other ordnance materials as directed by the
Bureau of Ordnance.
The Gun Factory also:
1) Serves as a source of prototypes of new weapons*
2) Overhauls, maintains, and stores ordnance material.
3) Operates the Naval Ordnance Gage Laboratory and
administers the Final Acceptance Gage Program.
4) Provides technical consultation service, with
relation to ordnance material, to other naval
activities and to private industry.
5) Maintains and operates laboratory facilities for
the examination, development, testing and stan-
dardization of materials and techniques for ord-
nance purposes.
6) Prepares and maintains manufacturing records,
drawings, and reproduction data, and makes them
readily available to other prospective manufac-
turers.
-aS3OS bim ' -'ipe Xj£D
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Chart No« 4> here reproduced, shows the general struc-
ture of the oldest and most important manufacturing plant
under the Bureau of Ordnance, idiich has been, and which con-





LINE OF AUTHORITY, DEGREES OF RESPONSIBILITY AND
CORRESPCMIDIKG DUTIES IN THE ORGANIZATION
The Bureau of Ordnance of the Navy Department controls
the factory.
The highest administrator is the Superintendent, a naral
officer with the rank of Admiral.
Department heads are naval officers qualified by train-
ing and ejqperience in their respective fields.
Civilian supervisory personnel are carefully selected
from capable, highly trained employees in the numerous trades
and crafts at the Gun Factory. Many of them are specialists
nationally recognized for their outstanding ability.
el
POSITION OF PRODUCTION PLANNING IN THE ORGANIZATION
Reference: Charts Hos. 5, 6 and ?•
The present factory is a series of shops doing a multi-
tude of tasks, with all the work coordinated into a general
master plan of design and production.
The departments of the Gun Factory are inseparable
pieces in the coordination of the machinery of the plant,
however, this report is primarily concerned with the produc-
tion department.
The production department is comprised of 21 shops
which manufacture various elements of ordnance. Its acti-
.08
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vities have been divided into five divisions:
1 - Production Engineering Division.
2 - Management Division*
3 - Metal Processing Division.
4 - Light Machining and Assembly Division.
5 • Heavy Machining and Assembly Division.
To find the position of production planning in the organ-
ization, we must first take the production engineering division
of the production department and study the functions of this
division. One of these functions is, "The determination of
specific fabrication and assembly methods, and related equip-
ment."
If we now take Chart No. 6 of the Production Engineer-
ing Division of the Production Department, we can locate the
so-called "Pj^oduction Planning Function" in the branch called
*» Planning and Processing".
The functions of the "Planning and Processing Branch"
are to:
1 - Determine methods, operations, and sequence of
operations.
1-1 - Prepare and release "Process Sheet."
2 - Improve methods or tooling in critical segments
of the programs.
3 - Estimate of cost.
4 - Determine machine loading and man-hours of work
required.
5 - Maintain balanced work loads in the production
shops.
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The head of the "Planning and Processing Branch** decides
what has to be done and where, when and how it is to he done.
In order to determine what has to be done to make the
product, and to list all the necessary work, it is necessary
to make an analysis of the operations. This means the re-
quired manufacturing operations are listed as well as the se-
quence in idiich they nmst be performed. The **Process Sheet",
used for this listing corresponds to the "Standard Process
Sheet", used in GE 1^3.
The comparison of this sheet, with the "Standard Process
Sheet" studied in GS 1^3, will be done in the second part of
the procedure.
d)
COMMUNICATIOKS BETWEEN PSODUCTIOK PLAMIMG AMD OTHEE
BEANGHES OF THE OHGAMIZATION
Reference: Charts Mos. 4, 5, 6 and ?•
The engineering department prepares the "Pi*oject Pros-
pectus", i^ich includes information concerned with the sche-
dule, blueprints, stock materials, coiamercial materials,
tools, and spare parts; and sends thma to the production de-
partment.
The master copy of the "Project Prospectus" is filed in
the engineering department.
The "Work Authorization Form" is written in the planning
department and is sent to the production department.
These basic data are sent from the office of the produc-
tion department to the planning and processing branch via the
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In the planning and processing branchy the "Work Author-
isation Form'* is sent to the 'Control Section" and basic data
required is taken for the preparation of the "Process Sheet".
The Project Prospectus sheet No. 2 (Master Schedule) is
sent to the Scheduling Section for purposes of schedule esti-
mates, and to maintain a balanced work-load in each shop. The
other sheets of the Project Prospectus are sent to the Pro-
cessing Section y for tool requirements, gages, and for plan-
ning the detail fabrication of the products, aetermining and
recording methods and sequence of operations.
The Process Sheet, when completed, is sent from the Pro-
duction Engineering Division to the office of the Production
Department, and then distributed to one of the Metal Process-
ing, Light Machining and Assembly or Heavy Machining and
Assembly divisions, where the product will be manufactured.
The blueprint and the operator's instruction chart ac-
company the Process Sheet.
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II - DBTEHMINATION OF THE OPERATION OF THE U.S. MAVAL
GUN FACTORY
a)
Manufacturing of the Product
The i&anufaeturlng process consists of three distinct
parts:
1 - Manufacture of the ingot.
2 - Manufacture of the gun baxxel forging.
3 - Manufacture of the gun barrel.
r-fonufacturing of the ingot
The Naval Chin Factory makes its own steel. The Foundry
is housed in four buildings: Steel Foundry, Brass Foundry,
Brass Casting Cleaning Shop, and Smelting Plant. The largest
of these is the Steel Foundry, which is housed in a building
600 feet long by 132 feet wide.
The melting department of the steel foundry consists of:
a) One 7-R Heroult Top Charge Electric Melting
Furnace.
b) One 25-R Heroult Top Charge Electric Steel
Melting Furnace.
These furnaces are limited by the amount of electric power
which can be produced by the Naval Gun Factory to a maximum
production of 100 tons of steel every 24 hours, when operat-
ing on a three shift basis.
The chemical composition of the steel required to make
the 5"/3S g«in barrel, with minor variations in the percentages
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of the components, is the ftane as is used in the National
Forge k Ordnance Co«
What was said about the process of manufacturing of the
ingot in reference to the National Forge & Ordnance Company
can also be applied to the Naval Gun Factory.
The dimensions of the ingot are as follows:
Maxiffium length -.-----.----- 11* 1.5"
Length of the octagonal part - - ^*
Maximum diameter (octagon) -.---- 30"
MiniHiom diameter (octagon) ----- 22**
Length of the cylindrical part 33"
Diameter of the cylindrical part - - 1^.96«
The wood model of the ingot is manufactured by skilled
pattern makers in the pattern shop. As the quantity of the
ingots is large enough to require the use of a metal pattern,
the wood iiK>del is i*eproduced in metal. In this shop more
than 300,000 patterns of parts manufactured during the past
twenty years are stored. The ingots are cast in metal molds
of the most modem type, with adequate hot tops.
Manufacture of the gun barrel forging .
Forging, or the shaping of metal heated to a plastic
state to the desired contour and dimension, requires powerful
machinery.
The major unit in the Forge Shop is a 2,000 ton steam-
hydraulic forging press, with the necessary auxiliary equip-
ment, i.e., a 30 ton overfiead traveling crane and a battery
of oil-fired heating furnaces with pneumatic door lifts. At
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this machine the majority of guns required by the Navy in
the two world wars were produced.
From the foundry the ingot is taken to the forge, where
it is brought to the forging temperature of 2,100^ F.
The ingot is balanced by means of a porter bar and taken
by an overhead crane to the hydraulic forging press* There the
ingot is forged by repeated workings, the pressure being ap-
plied gradually for about three seconds, with one second in-
tervals between pressure applications* The forging operation
is discontinued i^en the ingot has cooled to about 1550® F.
The entire body of the ingot must be charged in the heat-
ing furnace and heated for forging, and the first forging
operation covers the entire ingot.
The cooling of the forging is controlled in such a
manner as to insure that the temperature throughout the metal
is equalized at above 1200® F., and that the rate of cooling
from this temperature of equalization to 600® F. is slow and
uniform.
The gun barrel forgings are required to be uniform in
quality and free from pipes, cracks, flakes, hard spots, and
from all other defects that may affect their strength*
Manufacture of the jgun barrel *
The gun shop is housed in a building with a floor area
of 139 > 000 square feet, or slightly more than three acres*
It is a versatile shop. It permits the accomplishment of a
considerable number of projects at one time. Its work pro-
gram is not confined to large guns, but has included the fol-
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6) 3" 50 modifications
7) 5"/3" -75 squeeze bore gun
For the large guns, a very intricate method of assembl-
ing several forgings by expanding and shrinking is used.
For the 5''/3^ gun the process is in general the same as
was outlined when the National Forge k Ordnance Co, was stud-
ied. The forgings are rough bored and rough turned before
heat-treatment
•
At the Naval Gun Factory, the fifth operation, layout to
drill end for heat-treat; and the sixth operation, drill kh"
hole, are not made. Instead, a collar is left on the muzzle
end of the forging to support the forging during heat treat-
ment. This collar does not cover any part of the finished
forging, and is used so the crane can hold the gun barrel in
a vertical position for heating and quenching.
No forgings are quenched except after sufficient rough
machining to remove all forging scale and other surface de-
fects. The methods and arrangements are such that a current
of the quenching fluid flows freely through the bore.
According to the specifications no forging shall be
quenched more than five times, but the number of drawing
iBOOBttbto 1© «»qxJ galxioL
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operations made after any quenching operation if not limited.
Straightening after heat treating, when necessary , is
carried out at a temperature not lower than B00° F. and not
higher than 150® F. below last heat treatment temperature.
Straightening is defined as the removal of a bow or arc in
the forging not exceeding .004" per inch of forging length
over which the bow or arc extends.
The physical laboratory uses transverse and longitudinal
specimens cut from the ends to determine whether the alloy































The disks from which physical test specimens are to be
taken are used for metaliographic examination. Disks and
specimens are polished and ground whenever macro and micro-
etching must be done. The specimens must not show porosity,
non-metallic inclusions, segragations, cracks or flakes.
The fracture of any tension must not show any stratifi-
cation, lamination, or earthy or woody appearance.
The term "runout", used in many operations during the
process, means the total displacement registered by an indi-
cator at any transverse section of an end-centered forging
during one complete revolution. Forgings having a runout not
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exceeding 150 percent of the value specified on the drawings
are considered acceptable.
The equipment used for radial e^ansion consists of two
electrically driven pumps, of the three cylinder type, with a
capacity of li gallons per minute at a pressure of 5>000 lb.
per sq. in.
The intensifier is double acting and has pistons of the
ratio of 26.5 to 1.
The maxiiaam permissible runout of the outside diameters
before radial eaqsansion is .025". The bore of the forging is
starguaged for each inch of its length, before the operation.
If a section of the forging fails to withstand the pre-
scribed expansion pressure, the phyiical properties of the
forging at the weak section can usually be improved by cold
working followed by the proper low heat and aging. The pro-
cedure consists of giving the prescribed low heat temperature
treatment, aging for 10 days, and then setting up for re-ex-
pansion of the deficient stage.
The pack bits used for gun boring are manufactured in
the carpenter shop, Ti^ich is one of the few plants in the
country producing these items. The wood used is maple \diich
is dried to the desired moisture content.
To inspect the gun bore surface the Naval Gun Factory
makes a local bore photograph at a magnification of 12x with
a N.G.F. designed and manufactured horoscope. Local photo-
graphs of bore conditions are made at various stages of manu-
facture.
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Thd i^reau of Ordnance established the Gage Division at
the Naval Gun Factory, for the purpose of assuring rapid and
accurate inspection. The Gage Division of the Planning De-
paarbraent supplies gages to all inspectors. They use an elec-
trical bore gage to obtain internal diameter readings in the
gun barrel. This very modem device for inspection permits
rapid, accurate, and continuous readings of gun bore dimen-
sions and presently is very useful in inspection and gun ero-
sion tests. The laboratory of the division calibrates and
examines individual gages to determine their conformity to
specifications and their suitability as final acceptance in-
spection gages.
In conformance with the international temperature stand-
ard for calibration of gages the laboratory is maintained at
6^^ F. t 1^ F., and to minimize corrosion the humidity is
limited to 1^0% t 5^.
The basic measuring elements of the laboratory, the gage
blocks, are continually checked, and their measurements are
known to one-millionth of an inch*
k very important point to be considered in the operation
of the Naval Gun Factory is the high efficiency of the Labora-
tory Division in all phases of manufacturing. The laboratory
facilities include a chemical laboratory, mechanical testing
laboratory, melting laboratory, welding laboratory, heat
treatment laboratory, stress analysis laboratory, metallog-
raphy laboratory, and such non-destructive testing equipment
as a 1,000,000 volt X-ray machine, magnaflux machines and
-L. isa gcilqqua v
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reflectoscopes.
These services by making specialized tests and analysis
of material, provide all facilities needed for controlling
the quality of the Naval Gun Factory products.
As a summary of the manufacture of the gun barrel in the
Naval Gun Factory, we can say:
After forging -
a) Forgings are rough turned between centers.
b) Forgings are rough bored to if"«150»






d) Forgings are heat-treated.
Before Radial Eaqsansion -
1) Second rough bore is done, using a packed bit, to
a diameter of 4.50".
2) Third rough bore is done, using a packed bit, to
a diameter of 4.65"
•
3) Using the last bore as center, the forging is set
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Radial Expansion .
1) The barrel is set up in the radial expansion equip-
ment.
2) Expanding operations are then performed using pressure
from 79210 p.s.i. for stage one, to the final pressure
for st£^e four equal to 45,200 p.s.i.
After Radial Expansion .










11) Machine extractor slots.
12) Cut key way.
13) Chrome plate.
14) Polishing.
The last operation is performed in "Polishing and Plat-
ing", a separated activity \'»^ich was started at the Naval Gun
Factory in l^B* In 1908 electroplating tanks for nickel,
copper and silver were installed. The modem electroplating
plant, with particular emphasis on chromium plating the bores
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The first gun barrel was chromium plated in 192d and
from tests it was considered of sufficient value to justify
the continuation of chromium plate gun barrels.
b)
PLANT EXJUIPMENT
It seems clear that there is no job within the limita-
tions of its space that the Gun Factory cannot perform. The
equipment vhich was geared primarily to the manufacture of
armaments can be converted to the production of material
other than weapons of war*
The present factory is a series of shops, doing a multi-
tude of tasks, yet with all the work coordinated into a gener-
al master plan of design and production*
A summary showing, for each shop of the Navad Gun Factory,
the machines required to manufacture the gun barrel, will be
given* This method of attack will be different from the meth-
od used for the similar study made at the National Forge &
Ordnance, due to the different functions of these two enter-
prises*
Metal Processing Division *
1 - Foundry *
1) 7-R Heroult Top Charge Electn-ic Steel Melting
Furnace*
2} 25'R Heroult Top Charge Electric Steel Meltini;
Furnace*
3) Hydraulic Ingot Stripper*
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4) Heating Soaking Pitt.
2 - Pattern and Joiner Shop.
1) Lathes - wood turning, 36" diameter.
2) Swing saws - capacity 6" thick to 23" wide.




7) Mortise and Tenon machines.
S) Routers.
9) Moulding machines - 4" thick, 8 to 12" wide,
self-feeding.
3 - Forge Shop .
1) 2,000 ton steam hydraulic forging press.
2) 30 ton gi^und controlled overhead traveling
crane.




6) Vertical furnaces for heat treatment, 6* dia.
X 60* deep.
7) Quenching tanks for oil and crater, 6» dia. x
60 » deep.
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Heayy Machinln°; and Assembly Division.
1 - Gun Shop ,
1) 11 Engine lathes, capacity 30" dla., 30» long.
2) 3 Engine lathes, capacity 32" dla., 80» long.
3) 4 Engine lathes, capacity 96" dla., 88» long.
4) 2 Engine lathes, capacity 20" dla., 6« long.
5) 2 Engine lathes, capacity 10" dla., 30" long.
6) 2 Engine lathe, capacity 22" dla., 16 ft .long.
7) 1 Engine lathe, capacity 16" dla., 16 ft.long.
8) 1 Boring machines - 16-3/4 x 23« 6".
9) 3 Boring machines - 82" dla., 7^* long.
10) 3 Boring machines - 96" dla., 90* long.
11) 6 Boring machines - 26" dla., 25» long.
12) 3 Boring machines - 13" dla. x 22» long.
13) 1 Boring machine - 30" dla. x 90* long.
14) 4 Boring machlnes(le Blond ) -Maxlmim speed 240
r.p.m.
15) 3 Radial drill presses - 5».
16) 2 Rifling machines, capacity 3" to B« guns.
17) 2 Rifling machines, capacity 8" to 18" guns.
IB) 1 Broach machine for rifling.
19) 2 Honing machines, capacity 3** to 8" guns.
20) 2 Honing machines, capacity - greater than
8" guns.
21) 2 Universal cylindrical grinders - capacity
from .50" to 30". Dla., 10» long.
22) 1 Cylindrical grinder, capacity .50" to 30"
Dla., 10 ft. long.
:
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23) 3 Cutter grinders.
24) 1 Lipping grinder for bits.
25) 1 Surface grinder, 10" dia. x 60» length.
26) 2 Chamber grinder.
27) 1 Vertical Milling Machine, ld"x l6«x 4«.
2a) 2 Thread Mill.
29) 1 Planer, 15* wide, 25» stroke.
30) 1 Planer, 3* wide, 6» stroke.
31) 3 Shapers - 32" stroke.
32) 3 Lapping machines.
c)
LATOOT OF THE PLANT
The size of the industrial organization is an important
consideration in the making of the layout. The factory has
188 buildings that sprawl over 125 acres along the Anacostia
RiTer.
The factory set-up is so diversified that it is very
difficult, considering the limitations of this thesis, to in-
sure the necessary precision in making a drawing of the layout
involving all phases of the manufacture of a gun barrel.
The 21 shops which are engaged in the manufacture of
various elements of ordnance are grouped into three major cat-
egories:
a) Metal Processing.
b) Light Machining and Assembly.
c) Heavy Machining and Assembly*
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In each category we will ^ve the names of the shops which
are involved in the manufactur of the gun barrel.
Metal Processing Division .
1 - Foundry - castings in steel.
2 - Pattern and Joiner shop - Pattern for casting and
manufacturing of pack bit tools for boring*
3 - Plating and Polishing - polishing and chromium
plating.
4 • Forge « Heavy ^ medium^ and light forglngs* Heat
treatment.
Light Machining and Assembly Division .
1 - Tool shop - Manufacture of tools, jigs and fixtures.
Heavy Machining and Assembly Division .
1 - Gun Shop - Jilanufacture and repair of guns of the






6) 3*/50 - platforms
7) Details of rocket launcher.
S) Catapults.
9) 3"/50 - modifications.
10) 3V5O - squeeae bore gun.
The machines in these shops are in general grouped accord-
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general, the Naval Gun Factory uses the »»layout by process".
This means that all engine lathes are installed in one sec-
tion, boring machines in another, etc...
Where a rariety of products are produced at irregular
intervals, this method is preferred. It has the advantage of
maxiimim flexibility as far as machine usage and capacity are
concerned.
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Ill « DETERMINATION OF THE PAPER WORK INVOLVED IN PRODUC-
TION PLANNING IN THE U.S. NAVAL GUN FACTOR!
a)
Standard Process Sheet *
Reference: Figure No, 6.
In this factory the "Standard Process Sheet" is known by
the code: PRNC-972a (Rev. 10-46).
The Standard Process Sheet, called just "Process Sheet"
in this organization, is prepared in the Processing Section
of the Planning and Processing Branch, which is part of the
Production Engineering Division of the Production Planning
Department
•
1 - Definition .
A Process Sheet is a listing of the work required
to Hiodify a product.
2 - Purposes .
The purposes for which a Process Sheet may be used
are:
1) To specify all production operations in
their proper sequence, following a pre-
determined processing method.
2) To ascertain materials, tools and gages
necessary.
3) To establish man-hour allowances for manu-
facturing operations and set-up time.
4) To assign work to shops and to functional
groups within the shops.
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5) To determine the estlmatdd cost.
3 - Responsibilities .
The Process Sheet is under the jurisdiction
of the head of the production department \dio exer-
cises line direction over the entire manufacturing
process. He makes a general review of the process-
ing and tooling planned by the head of the Process-
ing Section of the Production Engineering Division.
The supervisor of the shop reviews the processing
and tooling from a craft point of view, to plan its
accomplishment within the shop, to note any discre-
pancies which may have been overlooked and call them
to the attention of the authority immediately above
him, or to propose alternative methods better suited
to the shop consitions.
4 - Standard Operation Procedure .
1) The Production Department receives the "Work
Authorization" form (code:PRKC-HGF-1303) from the
Planning Department, and the "Project Prospectus"
from the Engineering Department, and makes the pro-
cess sheet.
2) The process sheet is organized by the "Heavy
Machining and Assembly team" of the Processing Sec-
tion, in the case of the gun barrel. Everything
concerning tool facilities is done in the Tool and
Facilities branch of the Production Engineering
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3) After a general review and criticism of the
processing and tooling planned by the Production
Engineering Division^ the Production Manager, head
of the Production Department, sends the procevs
i^eet to the supeirvisor of the Heavy B-Iachining and
Assembly Division. This supervisor is in charge of
three shops, one of which is:
a) Shop R (Manufactures, assembles, inspects,
overhauls, repairs, reconditions, and pre-
serves heavy ordnance mechanisms and com-
ponent parts, such as gun barrels.)
The Supervisor of the Heavy Machining and Assembly Divi-
sion, together with the foreman of "Shop H*, reviews the pro-
cessing and tooling specified by the Production Engineering
Division, in order to evaluate its soundness from a craft
standpoint.
5 - Drawing of the form .
1) Head -
a) Title: Production Job Order (Process Sheet)


















The Routing Section in accordance with the
"work-station load chjuTt" furnishes this
element to section 2 of the "Project Pros-
pectus".
b) Operation number.
The numbers in this column indicate the
sequence of operations.
c) Tools and gages.
The purpose of these last two columns is to provide the
number and the name of the special tools and the special gages
required for each operation.
The standard tools and gages will be referred to as
"standard" in these columns. To fill these columns the "tool
and gage team" furnishes a complete list of the tools avail-
able.
Special tools and gages not available cannot be ordered
until the detailed drawings of the parts to which they apply
have been made by the Engineering Department.
d) Machine group number.
After grouping the work units into operations and arrang-
ing the operations in the proper sequence, we now determine
the group of machines within a department of a particular
machine shop needed to perform the work.
In the case of the gun barrel the machine shop will be
the "Shop R", of the Heavy Machining and Assembly Division,
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which is one of five divisions of the Production Department.
e) Operation Description.
States the operations necessary to manufacture the art-
icle or part in the sequence established by the column
"operation number**. The work units are listed within each
operation in the order required in the process.
f
)
Code of the operation.
g) Schedule Date.
To provide tentative information (at the earliest poss-
ible date} which may be used as a general guide in the plan-
ning of work to be performed by the Naval Gun Factoiy, the
"Project Prospectus** has in its second section the **Master
Schedule"
.
This section is a Giant Chart type of master schedule*
The first sheet will be the overall assembly schedule. For
each assembled unit there will be a master schedule sheet.
Thus, we can have for each operation a tentative schedule
date, based on the master schedule sheet of the gun barrel.
The scheduling section of the Planning and Process Branch
aaintains a balanced work-load in the shop to meet master
schedule needs.
h) Machine load hours.
In considering the quantity of work assigned to the
machine at each operation the form expresses it as the total
number of hours of work in setting up the machine and in op-
erating it. The machine load for a specific order can then
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number of pieces in the lot on ordar.
i) Total labor/hrs.
The standard time is set operation by operation, to give
the total labor hours for each operation. This total labor
hours is divided into two elements, set-up and operation.
These standard times in the manufacture of gun barrels are
obtained from existing data based on many years of experience.
It is one of the functions of the '^Processing Section"
to make plans and estimates of machine loading and man-hours
of work load.
j) Estimated Cost.
Based on previous data accuimilated as a result of long
experience in this kind of manufacturing the Processing Sec-
tion knows the rate per hour required to perform each of the
operations listed in the Process Sheet. The column *Estimat-
ed Cost^ gives the price of each operation based on the total
labor hours of operation and on the value of the rate/hour of
each machine involved in the operation.
3) Bottoffl -
a) Material Identification and Quantity
The sections 4,5,6,7 and B of the Project Prospectus
^fill furnish;
4 - Stock materials.
5 - Conmiercial materials*
6 - Casting and Forgings
7 - Bars, Rods, Sheets, Plates, Shapes, ?!?•»
and Tubing.
S - Miscellaneous materials*
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b) Job Order niiiaber.
c) Drawing and piece number.
d) Schedule Date relative to: Stock materials.




h) Manufacturing lot size,
i) For Assembly Drawing Number:
(1) -Drawing Revisions.
4) Back Sheet -
a) SuBffiiary of Schedule and Cost.
Ck>de: 972b (Rev- 5-4^^)
This suaaaary is divided in two parts:
1 - Material lot schedule.
2 - Manufacturing lot schedule.
Each one has the same number of coluams which are the
shop number or letter, the operation number, the number of
pieces required by the schedule, and the number completed by
the respective dates. These two last colunms are filled in
according to »*lot number". There are other similar columns
for other lots. This part of the sheet is prepared by the
Scheduling Section of the Planning and Processing Branch.
b) Summary Cost Data by Shop (estimate)
It is an accepted practice when estimating the cost of pro-
ducts to divide the cost into three main divisions:
1 - Labor
$oX xjti^ss^tf&1tm]^\ .;;




In this part of the sheet, the supervisor of the shop esti-
mates cost for work being considered. The sheet has the fol-
lowing colixians:
1 - Shop number or letter.
2 - Man-hours




c) Actual Operating Time.
Caaarged Man-hours.
This part is to be filled out by shop ^en each operation is
completed. There are four columns:
1 - Set-up time.
2 - Operation.
3 - Time lost*
4 - Total,
As we said in the Standard Operation Procedure, the Pro-
cess Sheet is made after the Production Department receives
the *lbrk Authorization Form** from the Planning Department,
and the "Project Prospectus** from the Engineering Department.
In this item we will summarise the functions of those
forms from which the ''Process Sheet^ is originated.
1 - Production Work AuthorizationP^nB*
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Job Ord«r Sarins Number
mm%^mriimt4\mmimMmKmm9Mim
Name of this Unit
Units
FOE [umm of aajor tftsk)
mM PMm LIST M mM>pm.mt
(M - Parts to bo fabricatod and ntaehinad)
is *> Farts to bo drawn from finiahod storo)
(d*F« • Farts to bo takon fzom storo and finiahod machinod)
i*Parts List itpd£^Proj.Proj«poetus Schodttlo aato of eoiq>lotion of
thoso units
Additional inforsation necossary to plan iioi^«(This should con*
tain data on matorialSf tools, drawings & parts to bo fUmi^od
by tho custooer: Information on any special cost data required:
Disposition information: Special tools, tests or production
data knowi to be required: Etc*)
kan-Hrs4 Labor Material Indeterminate Total EstisBate
l^tation Appropriation! Accounth mr issr Funds Authorized
by (date)
Allot*/ProJ«No. Frojsram Naiasi Abbreviation) Planner(Date)
FIGURE HO. 7




Reference: Figure No. 7
Code: PRJIC-NGF-I303
Purposes:
1) To clarify the responsibility for control of
industrial work.
2) Provide a basis for controlling funds allo-
cated to each order.
3) Authorization to commence production of a
specified part piece.
4) To form a starting point for the control
mechanism for one specified part piece.
Issued by Planning Department under juris-
diction of the Product Department:
a) Remain within the limitations of funds
prescribed by the Planning Department
in the "Work Authorization".
b) Estimate and allocate funds in the
detail required for production purposes
and for reporting to the Planning Depart-
ment any adjustments in requirements for
funds.
2 - Project Prospectus Form .
Purposes:
1) To provide tentative information which may be
used as a general guide in the initial plann-
ing of work to be performed.
2) To provide advance information for the use of
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3) To provide, after the authorization from the
Planning Department, information to the Supply
Departraent for procuring the material required.
4) To keep all activities informed as early as
possible about everything concerning material
for a project
.
5) To provide the Production Department with the
basic information to proceed with plans for
manufacturing
6) To provide a historical record of important
elements of each project so handled.
Issued by Engineering Department under juris-
diction of Product Department.
a) Uses the irifonaation found in the Master
Schedule (Sheet number 2) in the plann-
ing of Process Sheet
•
b) Uses the material information found in
sheets Nos. 4,5,6,7,^ and 10 in the plan-
ning of Process Sheet,
c) Uses the tool and gage information found
on sheet Mo. 9 in the planning of the
Process Sheet.
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b)
Process Chart ~ Product Analysis .
Reference:Figure No. S
Definition and symbols are the same as encountered in
"Principles and Practieel-fotion and Time Study", by H.E, I^&indel.
This chart is issued by the Methods Branch of the Manage-
ment DiYision, of the Production Department
•
This branch has the following functions:
1) Investigate latest improYements in manufacturing
processes.
2) Develop new methods and processes.
3) Maintain liaison with the design personnel for the
developinent of new or improved manufacturing pro^
cesses.
4) Make studies to determino the most efficient mach-
ines and tools for specific manufacturing purposes.
5) Initiate action for the standardisation of the
equipment
.
6) Conduct methods research tests and e^cperiments to
further improvements.
c)
Operator Instruction Sheet .
This sheet is widely used in the Naval Bun Factory. De-
tails of each particular operation and the sequence of steps
to be followed are written, as well as the drawing or sketch
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4« Machine Shop name.









1.- Sequence of operations.
2. Details of each operation.
3# How to pei^form each opei*ation,
4. Tolerances for machining.
5. Tools to be used.
6. Feed.
7. Speed.
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I - Comparison of the Organization of the Industrial Enter-
Prises.
a) Structure of the Organization .
Reference: Charts Nos. 1»2,3,4,5,6,7 of the enter-
prises.
U.S.Naval Gun Factory National Forge & Ordnance Co .
1) Under the control of Bureau 1) Under the control of a board
of Ordnance, Navy Department. of directors, elected by the
stockholders.
2) A president selected by the
board of directors is placed
in charge of the formation and
supervision of the policies of
the factory.
3) It has the following divi-
sions that correspond to de-
partments at the U.S.Naval Gun
Factory.
a) Engineering.
2) It is administered by the
Superintendent, a naval offi-
cer of flag rank.
3) It has the following de-
partments:
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4) Fields of interest:
Design, develop, manufacture,
assemble, inspect and test:








f) Fire control equipment.
g) Cartridge cases,
h) Spare parts for ordnance,
i) Accessories for ordnance.
J) Tools for ordnance.
k) Mine cases.
1) Eange finders and telescopes* 1) Railroad forgings.
m) Fuzes. m) Rotor forgings.
n) Sights. n) Smooth forgings.
o) Castings in steel, iron and o) Bars and boring bars
non-ferrous metal.
4) Fields of interest:
Besign, develop, manufacture,
assemble and inspect;
a) Gun mounts of certain cal-
ibers and types, under sub-








f) Shafts (all kinds)
g) Turbines.
h) Valve forgings (special)
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U«S. Naval Gun Factory National Forge & Ordaance Co ,
p) Drop forgings. p) Die blocks,
q) Other ordnance materials. q) Rough and finished ma-
chined.
The first three items of the above comparison , show the
great difference between one establishment controlled by the
government and one private industrial organization.
The fourth item deals with the missions of the enterpris-
es.
The U.S. Naval Gun Factory has a very complex structure
ready to meet ever widening demands in the fields of metal
fabrication, machining, and optical, electrical and electron-
ic development.
The National Forge & Ordnance Co. has a simple structure
idiere functions usually attributed to industrial relations
and industrial engineering are placed in several other bran-
ches of the organization.
The fields of interest of the National Forge & Ordnance
Co. are based on wide experience and extensive knowledge of
how forgings should be made. They are not nearly as diversi-
fied as the NGF.
In the National Forge Co. the staff functions are cen-
tralized in the "front office," with a minimum of activities
decentralized in the factory. This is a pattern of organiza-
tion recommended for plants that have a single manufacturing
division involving the manufacture of very closely related
products.
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The organisation of the Naval Gun Factory is an example
of one large industrial enterprise interested in many fields
of production. The chart of the Production Department shows
the complexity of this organisation. The divisions of Pro-
duction, Metal Processing, Light Machining and Assembly, and
Heavy Machining and Assembly, each consist of three shops.
These shops are organised also i^ accordance with a line-
staff combination, with:
a) Administrative office.
b) Operations control section.
c) Production control unit.






h) Group of machines sections.
Ul
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b)
LIME OF AUTHORITY, DEGREES OF RESPONSIBILITT, AND CORRES-
PONDING DUTIES IN THE ORGANIZATION
In both organizations there is delegation of authority
which extends all the way through the factories from the
superintendent or president to the supervisors, foremen and
the workers at the bench.
Lines of comraunication work two ways: from the executive
to the personnel, and conversely from the worker to those who
are in authority over him* The structural aspect of the two
organizations studied creates the framework. The personnel
aspect of the organizations deals with the selection of indi-
viduals to fit into that design.
Finally, there is the control aspect of organization.
which holds individuals to the performance of their assigned
duties.
We will now make a comparison between the assigned duties
of the main branches of the organizations in study.
U.i^. Naval Gun Factory National Forge k Ordnance Co.
1) Engineering Department 1) Engineering Department
a) Design, develop and modi- a) Design, develop and modi-
fy designs of ordnance fy designs of products
equipment. manufactured by the com-
pany.
b) Engineering research on b) Engineering research on
a large scale. a very small scale.
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c) Analysis, test, and evalu-
ation work associated with
ordnance dSTelopraent*
d) Standards and specifica-
tions*




i) Ballistics and munitions.
j) Analysis and computations.
k) Production planning is a
sub->division of the Pro-
duction Dept.
2) Production Department
a) Metal Processing Diviaion.
al) Produce ferrous and non-
ferrous ingots and cast-
ings.
a2) Manufacture press forg-
2)
c) None.
d) Standards and specifica-
tions.
e) Drawings and blueprints.
f) None
g) Publications.
h) Quality control is a
section of the Manufac-
turing Dept.
i) Ballistics and munitions*












al) Produce ferrous ingots
and castings*
a2) Forge shop, manufac-
:U
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inga and hammer forglngs*
al) Heat-treatmoiit operations* a3)
a4) FXaiie«-hardeiii?ig« a4)
b) Light Machining and kwtma^ h)
bly DiviBion - Manufactaire,
aamwdjUB f inspect , test and
repair*
bl) Tools » S&S»«, jig9* fixtures bl)
and dies*
b2) Optional instruments. b2)
b3) Assemble, test and cali- b3)
brate electrical and elec-
tronic instrtuaents*
b4) Lig^t manufacturing and
assesble*
c) Heavy Machining and
Assesbly Division*
cl) Manufacture gun barrels* el)
e2) Manufacture gun oounts* c2}
c3) MflBSttfacture gun parts* c3)
eh) Manufacture torpedo tubes* e4)





















c6) Perform heavy boring, turn- c6} Perfora heavy boring^
•VII











ing, honing, and grinding.
c7) Perform radial expansion.
c8) ^Manufacture ordnance pro-
totypes.
c9) Assembly prototypes.
clO) Perform pressure test-
ing and operate controll-
ed temperature rooms.
d) Production Engineering Div-
ision.




















Dept. of the Engineer-
ing Div.



















e5) Security division of the
Adsdnlstrative Dept*






f3) Shipping section of the
Traffic branch of the
Material division of the
Supply Department.
f4) Progress Control branch of
the Production Engineering














f) l^aterial Control Dept.
fl) Supply stores section.
f2) Final inspection sec-
tion.
f3) Shipping Section.
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U.S. Naval Gun Factory
h) In the Production Dept.
1) In the Production Dept.








b4) Stores returns branch.




4) Purchase branch of the Control
division of the Supply Dept.
5) None
6) Hone














b2) Section of the Person-







e) Ta^es & Government con-
trols.
4) Purchasing Division.
5) Testing l^achine Divlaion.
6) Sales Division.
7) None
a) Personnel Dept .of the
Manufacturing Division.
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S) Public Works Department
Design, inspect and main-










program and allocate funds*
11) Supply Department





Test and inspect material
manufactured or procured.
National For;?:e & Ordnance Co.
c) Personnel Dept. of the
Manui'acturing division.
d) Personnel Dept. of the
Manufacturing Division.
e) Personnel Dept* of the
Manufacturing division.
8) Mechanical Maintenance
Section of the Production









11) ^pply Stpre^ ?e(?tj.9n,
of the Ivlaterial Control
Dept. of the I^anufactur-
ing Division.
12) Inspection section of the
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POSITION OF PRODUCTION PLiHNING IN THE ORGANIZATION
In the organization of the U»S. Naval Gun Factory, •Pro-
duction Planning* is in the Production Engineering Division
of the Production Department,
A simplified chart will show this location better. This
chart is No. 3*
In the organisation of the National Forge & Ordnance Co.,
"Production Planning^ is in the Engineering division, under
the supervision of the Chief Engineer.
A simplified chart irlll show this position more clearly.
This chart is No. 9-
The Naval Gun Factory is greatly concerned over means of
securing coordination and utilization of ail requirements of
production. This is the laain reason why production planning,
which deals with methods, processes and machines involved in
manufacture, and with how to perform the operations, is lo-
cated in the Production Depai*tment.
On the other hand, we observed %dien we studied the Na-
tional Forge & Ordnance Co., that to the "Chief Engineer",
head of the Engineering Division was delegated a large amount
of authority, responsibility, and work. I think these facts
are the reasons why production planning was put in the Engi-
neering Division.
Both factories do not have an "Industrial Engineering"
division, where the "Production Planning" function could be
placed.
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An Industrial Engineering Division in the Manufacturing
Department of the National Forge & Ordnance Co«, would be
the best place to locate the "Production Planning Section",
without a great alteration in the actual organisation*
In the Naval Gun Factory, we could have an Industrial
Engineering Division in the Production Department, subdivid-
ed into three branches: Production Planning, Plant Layout,
and Motion &, time Study,
Today, Industrial Engineering should be looked upon &s
an essential part of every industrial organisation.
i&i























GommisicAiiom betwem the production planning fqnctioh
AND OTHER BRANCHES OF THE ORGAI^XZATION
In the National Forge & Ordnance Co., the Engineering
Division prepares the drawings and bill of materials, from
idiich the standard process sheet is made in Production Plan-
ning Department. In the Naval Gun Factory, the Engineering
Division prepares the Project Prospectus which provides all
necessary information to plan for manufacturing.
The Project Prospectus establishes communications to
the Planning,Engineering, Production, Supply, Public Works
and Inspection Departments. The Project Prospectus is an
improvement found from the experience of the various depart-
ments to be necessary.
From the office of the Qeneral Superintendent of the
Manufacturing Division the forms are distributed to the diff-
erent sections in the National Forge k Ordnance Co. From
the office of the head of the Production Department the forms
are sent to the shops supervisors.
As these two plants have completely different missions,
the communications among the various branches must be fitted
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II - COMPARISON OF THE OPEEATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL
EHT£RPRIS£S
a) MANUFACTURDiG THE PRC^UCT*
The manufacturing process will be compared in three dis-
tinct parts:
1 - Manufacturing the ingot*
2 -* Manufacturing the gun barrel forging*
3 - Manufacturing the gun barrel.
1 * Manufacturing the ingot.
Both factories make their own steel* As a result, they
are able to control the quality of their steel.
In the National Forge &; Ordnance Co., no steel is poured
until the chemical laboratory of the Quality Control Section
of the Manufacturing Division has checked the analysis and
approved it.
In the Naval Gun Factory the procedure is the same.
The furnaces in the Naval Gun Factory have a maximum pro-
duction of 100 tons of steel every 24 hours. These furnaces
are limited by the amount of electric power which can be pro-
duced by the iJaval Gun Factory, when operating on a three
shift basis.
In the National Forge & Ordnance Co., the melting furnace
can produce two heats each shift, or four ingots. This fur-
nace must operate at night to conserve on the demand from the
electric company.
There are some variations in the dimensions of the ingot:
.lt<it?: ited^ to





11»1.5« 13 1 5«








Length of the octagonal part
I4axiiaum diameter( octagon)
Minimum diaineter( octagon)
Length of the cylindrical part
Diameter of the cylindrical part
The Naval Gun Factory makes the metal molds for casting
the ingots in the Pattern Shop.
The National Forge &, Ordnance Co* uses metal molds with
adequate hot tops, but does not manufacture them.
2 - Manufacturing the gun barrel forging .
U.S. Haval Gun Factory Mational Forge & Ordnance Co.
a) Forging temperature 2,100® F. a) Forging temperature
2,250© F.
b) 2,000 ton-steam-hydraul- b) 1,250 ton die high
ic forging press. speed forging press.
c) The ingot is balanced by c) 10,000 lb. straight
means of a porter bar. line manipulator.
d) The forging operation is d) The forging operation is
discontinued when the ingot stopped when the temper-
has cooled to about 1550°F. ature drops below ISOO^F.
e) I-ray machine for radio- e) Magnaflux inspection for
graphic inspection of the checking forgings for
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U.S. Naval Gun Factory
f ) Ultra-sonic testing equip-
ment to detect discontinui-
ties in steel up to thick-
nesses of 20 feet.






3 • l^^f%(^t^r±^f, the f^p. b^rej..
References: Process Charts -
If^§, ^jVfrl Gun F§<?t^orY
a) The centers are detennined
on the bench, before start-
ing iiachine operations.
b) The centers are obtained
by means of a combined drill
and counter-sink tool, as
an engine-lathe work unit.
c) When the gun barrel is rough
turned a collar is left on
the Esuisle to sez*ve as sup-
port for the heat-treatment.
Product Analysis.
National Forg:e k Ordnance Co.
a) The centers are determin-




b) The centers are obtained
by means of a combined
drill and counter-sink
tool vhen the barrel is
set-up in the Horizontal
Centering Machine.
c) Mo collar Is left*
SI
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D,S. Haval Gun Factory
d) None
e) This operation is not done,
instead a collar is left
on the musszle end.
f ) The heat-treatment is done
in the Forge Shop.
g) After Heat»treatment the
gun barrel is again trans-
ported to Shop R.
h) Quantity inspection at Shop
fi after heat-treatment in
the Forge Shop.
i) After the third rough bore,
which corresponds to the
second hognose, the gun
barrel is indicated and
runout marked, and then it
goes to the engine lathe
where it is rough turned to
within .003* of the final
diameter.
j) After honing the next opera-
National For;::e L Ordnance Co .
d) l4iy-out to drill end for
heat-treatment
.
e) Drill 4^ hole to attach
the forging to the fix-
ture so that it can be





made in the Heat-treat-
ment shop within the
Machine Department.
g) The gun barrel is already
in the machine shop.
h) Hone.
i) After the second hognose
the gun bjurrel is indi-
cated and runout marked,
and then it goes to the
Radial Expansion opera-
tion.
j) After honing the next
.SI
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U>S» Kaval Gun Factory
tion composed of 1 work
unit is finish turn in
the engine lathe.
k) The threads are cut in
a thread raill*
1) Chix>mium plating and pol-
ishing are done in the Pol-
ishing and Plating Shop.
b) The gun barrels are kept in
eontrolled storage at the
Heavy Machining and Assem-
bly Division,
n^ Number of operations 31
•
o) C^antity inspections 4«
p) Quality inspections ^.
q) i'lOYements 33 •
r) Temporary storage 0.
s) Controlled storage 2.
t) The distance traveled by
the gun barrel, consider-
ing that many operations
Kational For.3:e k. Ord. Co.
operation composed of
4 liork units is finish
turn, file, polish and
cut threads.
k) This operation vas per-
formed as a work unit
in the item j.
1) The polish treatmsnt is
given by special polish-
ing devices which are
held by the workers while
the gun barrel is rotat-
ing in the lathe.
m) The gun barrels are kept
in controlled storage at
the Shipping Department.
n) Number of operations 34»
o) Quantity inspections 2.
p) Quality inspections 6*
q) ^^vements 42.
r) Temporary storage 1.
s) Controlled storage 1.
t) The layout of the plant
permits the flow of the
product to remain inside
-.Jdi
boB mlLc',
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U«3» Naval Gun Factory
were performed in differ-
ent buildings is much
greater than in the Nation-
al Forge & Ordnance Co.
Mational For/;e ^ Ord.Co.
of one building, and
this is the reason for
the great economy in the
distance traveled by the
gun barrel*
b) PLANT EQUIPI^NT
U^^. N^Y^ Gun F^ct9,yy
1 - Foundry Shop
a) Electric Steel melting
furnace - - • - 2
2 • Pattern and Joiner Shop.
3 - Forge Shop
a) 2,000 ton steam hydraulic
forging press - - 1
b) Porter bar - - - 6
c) Boilers - - - -
d) Saws - - - - -
4 - Gun Shop
a) Boring machines - 28
b) Engine lathes - - 25
e) Rifling machines - 4
d) Honing machines - 4
e) Planers - - - - 2
f) Grinders - - - - 9
Hational Forge k Ordnance Co.
1 - Melting Shop
a) Electric steel melting
furnace - - - - l
2 - None
.
3 - Forge Shop
a) 1250 ton high speed steam
hydraulic forging press-l
b) Straight line manipu-
lator ----- 1
c) Boilers - - - - 2
d) Saws ----- 2
4 - Machine Department
a) Boring machines • 7
b) Engine lathes - - 7
c) Rifling machines - 8
d) Honing machines - 2
e) Planers - - - - 3
f
)
Grinders - - - - 2
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U.S. Naval Gun Factory National Forge & Ord. Go.
g) Drills - - - -
h) Milling machines -
i) Thread millin,'^
machines - « -
j) Shapers - - - •
k) Lapping machines -
1) Broach machine for
rifling - - - - 1
c) LAYOUT OF THE PLA^.TS
When we are considering the Naval Gun Factory with IBB
buildings over 125 acres we must remember that the 21 shops
are engaged in a multitude of tasks « since the mission of the
factory is very diversified. As a conclusion we can state
that in general the machines in the shops are grouped in ac-
cordance with the type of operation they perform. This
means that all engine lathes are installed in one section,
boring machines in another, etc...
Thus we can say that, in general, the Naval Gun Factory
uses "layout loy process".
In the National Forge &; Ordnance Co., on the other hand,
the machine tools are laid out byiiie "production-line method",
in the sequence in which they are u»ed.
^TlLU^i SHT ^0 TUOYAJ .
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Ill - COT^ARISON OF THE PAPER WORK IIIVOLVED IN THE PRO-
DUCTIOIJ PLANNING FUNCTION OF THS ENTERPRISES.
a) Standard Process Sheet
U.S. Naval Gun Factory
1 - Code
PRNC - 972a (Rev.l04S)
2 - Purposes
a) To specify all production




b) To detemnine material
identification and quan-
tity.
c) To determine tools and
gages necessary.
d) To determine man-hour allow-
ances for manufacturing op-
erations and set-up time.
e) To assign work to shops and
to functional groups within
the shops.




a) To specify all produc-






d) To determine operation
estimated time, includ-
ing the set-up time.
e) To indicate the shop
where the operations
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U.S« Naval Gun Factory
3 * Responsibilities.
a) Issued by the head of the
Production Dept. who ex-
ercises line direction of
the entire manufacturing
proc&sses, and gives the
"approval".
b) "Examined by" the head of
the Production Engineering
Division of the Production
Department
•
c) "Checked by" by the head c) None
of the Planning and Process-
ing Branch of the Production
Engineering Division.
d) "Prepared by" the head of the d) None
Processing Section of the
Planning and Processing
Branch*
e) The information concerned e) l^one
with schedule estinates is
given by the head of the
Schedule Section of the Plan-
ning and Processing Branch,
who assumes the responsibility
for it.
National For;;e k Ord. Go.
3 - Responsibilities.
a) Issued by the Chief











U.S. Iaval Gun Factory
4 - Standard Operation Proce-
dure.





a3) Included in a2.
b) The process sheet is made
out by the Heavy Machining
and Assembly team, of the
Processing Section.
c) After being approved by
the head of the Production
Department, the process
sheet is forwarded to the
supervisor of the Heavy
Machining and Assembly
Division*
d) After being reviewed by the
supervisor of the Heavy
Machining and Assembly Di-
vision the process sheet is
forwarded to the foreman of
Shop K (gun shop).
Isational Fome & Org. Co.
4 - Standard Operation Pro-
cedure.
a) The process sheet is
based on:
al) "Sales Order* giv-
ing the "manufactur-
ing authorisation**.
a2) Bill of i'.Iaterials.
a3) Blue prints.
b) The process sheet ia
made out by the "plan-
ner clerk» of the Pro-
duction Planning Dept.
c) The process sheet is
forwarded to the super-
intendent of the Manu-
facturing Division.
d) After being reviewed by
the superintendent, the
process sheet is for-
warded to the supervi-
sor of the Idachine Dept.
and then to the foreman
of the Machine Shop.
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U.S. Kaval Gun Factory











alO) Approved - date
all) None
al2) None
al3) «Job order! bottom of
the sheet)
al4) Completion date( bottom
of the sheet)
al5) Material identification.
(bottom of the sheet)
al6) Quantity(bottom of sheet)





b2) Tools and gages
National Forg:e & Ord.Co .
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U.S. Naval Gun Factory
b3} i^chine group number*
hk) Operation Description.
b5) Schedule date.
b6) r4achine load hours.






c3) Drawing and piece num-
ber.
04) Schedule date^ concern-
ing stock, drawings,




I^ational FQri::e k Ordnance Co .
b3) i4achine number.
b4) i^iame of operation.





b3} Estimate sheet (a sepa-
rate sheet which has
the code NF&0Co Form
264)
c) Bottom (this sheet does
not have bottom)
cl) Description and number
of pieces(head of the
sheet)
c2) Shop order (head of
the sheet)




c6) Promised (head of the
sheet)
c7) Number of pieces (head
of the sheet)
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U.S« Maval Gun Factory
cd) Manufacturing lot
size.




dl) Summary for schedule
& cost.
d2) Summary cost data by
shop.
d3) Actual operating time.




d) Nothing is printed on the




In the form used by the National Forge & Ordnance Co.,
it was noted that the form was set-up in order to obtain a
logical and definite sequence of operations performed on a
certain product at a determined machine and at an estimated
time obtained from existing data. The form is very simple.
The estimated costs, to be checked later with the actual
costs as computed by the Accounting Department, are obtained
from a special form called an "Estimate Sheet" made after
preparing the "Standard Process Sheet".
A considerable amount of time is saved and great si^ipli-
city is gained in the preparation of the process sheet by the
procedure used in the National Forge & Ordnance Co. The weak
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al Forge & Ordnance Co, are:
1 - One column to specify the tools, jigs, fixtures and
special gages, for production operations.
2 - The estimated time should be divided in two columns:
1) Time to perform the operation.
2) Time for set-up.
3 - One column to indicate the number of pieces finish-
ed in each operation in a certain unit of time.







The great advantage of the sheet is its simplicity.
On the other hand, the Standard Process Sheet used in
the Naval Gun Factory is very complex. This sheet, however,
accomplishes entirely the purpose for which it was designed.
Considering that this sheet is used for the following
purposes, its complexity is justified:
1 - Plan and specify all production operations.
2 - Develop time and cost requirements.
3 - Determine lot sizes.
4 - Ascertain materials and tooling needs.
5 - Assign work to shops and to functional groups
within the shops.
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6 - Identify materials to be used and quantity,
7 - Accumulate date on manufacturing experience.
b) Process Chart » Product Analysis
1 - Purposes.
In both factories the uses of this chart would be the
same and they are:
1 - To help in planning for a product or layout.
2 - To verify the necessity of doing a particular
job before attempting to improve it.
3 - As a guide in the over-all analysis of plant
operation.
2 - Responsibilities.
In the Naval Gun Factory this chart is issued by the
Methods Branch of the Management Division of the Production
Department
.
In the National Forge & Ordnance Co., this chart is made
out in the Production Planning Department under the responsi-
bility of the Chief Engineer, head of the Engineering Divi-
sion.
c) Operators Instruction Sheet
In both organizations this chart gives details of the
particular operation.
In the National Forge k Ordnance Co., the chart shows a
sketch of the piece and the standard time for one piece.
?CI
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besides the necessary details of the operation,
A characteristic of this sheet in the National Forgo Jb
Ordnance Co. is its use as a Time Record, and for cost ac-
counting and payroll purposes.
In the Naval Gun Factory it is also largely used in the
shops. Details of each particular operation and the sequence
of the steps are written on the drawing concerned with the
operation, in^ich also contains the dimensions and tolerances
pertaining to the operation.
The type of chart used in the Naval Gun Factory is a
very good example of a chart for detailed instruction.
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SECTIOM FOUR
BRAZILIAN NAVAL GUN FACTORY
1 - H^st^pry.
Though the idea of manufacturing guns in Braail is an
old one, the first definite step towards its realisation was
taken at the end of 1939, under the pressure of the second
world war.
A Brazilian Mssion headed by Cocidr. Ayres Fonseca Costa
(now a Vice-Admiral) was sent to the United States, with the
objective of reporting on the possibilities of installing In
the Rio de Janeiro Navy Yard the additional equipment needed
for the manufacture of medium caliber guns.
ihe iriain factor of success of the mission was the help
of the U.S. Navy, through which the Brazilian Mssion received
advice, was able to visit the Naval Gun Factory in Washington,
received drawings and specifications for the manufacture of
the 5"/3S double purpose guns, and could place orders for the
equipment needed when e^cport restrictions cane as a result of
the war.
It must be recalled that the Brazilian Gun Factory was
considered then as a U.S. Ilavy project and granted a high pri-
ority, without which most of the orders could not have been
even accepted by the manufacturers.
In spite of all difficulties brought forth by the inter-
national situation, the project went through, and by the end
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of 1943 the Brazilian Mission could return home to begin the
installation of the shops*
The first years were particularly difficult • The war
was still on and deliveries were very much delayed. The raw
aatarials, i^ich could not be purchased in Brasil, were order-
ed as early as 1942 and yet most of them were not delivered
until the end of 1945.
The development phase of the Naval Gun Factory up to the
finishing of the first gun can be suaiaed up by the following
steps: installing, organizing, training and manufacturing.
The Ilaval Gun Factory is equipped for the manufacture
of 5"/3^ double purpose guns, aounts, and asimimition includ-
ing sliclls, cartridge cases, and fuzes.
2 - F^ct^ory I.Q9i^^|.on.
The iilaval Gun Factory is located in the Kio de Janeiro
Kavy lard where its installations cover an area of 9^,300
square feet.
The primary reason for installation there was the possi-
bility of using all facilities and industrial services of the
Navy Yard, such as the Foundry, Forge, Electroplating, and
Velding shops.
The reduction of the cost of installation was therefore
substantial and had to be considered as very important at the
beginning.
Considering the space existing on the second and third
floors of the buildings, the area being used by the Naval Gun
ui
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Factory totals 138.600 square feet* This area is not all
reserved for shop work space, but includes also office and
storage space.
The factory has all its equipment installed in one build-
ing, with the exception of the equipment for forging ingots,
^ich is installed in the Navy Tard Forging Shop.
3 - Market .




Transportation facilities most commonly used:
1) Maritime transportation.
2) Railroad to the most important industrial
centers of the country.
5 - Power and Fuel . Electric power and fuel are taken from
the Navy Yard.
6 - Labor .
Labor is drawn from the city area which is one of the
most important industrial centers of the country. The em-
ployee is hired for a specific job and he is not expected
to work outside of his trade.
A 40 hour week is established by law and the work week
consists of five days of eight hours each and one day of six
hours.
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For hours in excess of 40 hours per week, the eraployees
are entitled to overtime.
A great difficulty in organising has been tha restricted
number of foremen and skilled workers.
The installation of a professional school receiving boys
from 14 to 18 years old, and training them through a three
year course, is considered as a long range solution of the
problem. The first class of apprentices will be ready at the
end of 1951.
The school teaches the fundamentals of mathematics, phy-
sics, and technology, and trains the apprentices in a variety
of jobs before specializing them in the last year. As a re-
sult of these methods of vocational education, fewer errors
are made in the choice of specialized workers.
In accordance with established policy, individual rate
increases are made by promotion.
7 - Source of Principal Kaw .laterials .
For bar stock the factory is supplied in the Eio de
Janeiro market or, in some cases, by purchasing in the United
States. A minimum amount capable of supplying the shop for
one year at the present rate of production is always kept in
stock.
Billets can be ordered from "Volta Redonda" and "Belgo
Mineira" which are steel mills in the country.
Stock material is bought in the United States and a
reasonable amount kept in stock.
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All special tools, such as jir,s and fixtures, are now
made by the factory. A minimum of standard tools is kept
in stock.
The program of the factory includes the manufacture of
carbide tipped and high speed steel tipped tools, including
milling cutters.
The alloy steels are imported from the United States.
All other kinds of iron to be used in the foundry, such as
cast iron, white cast iron, malleable iron, and high test
cast iron are obtained in the country.
wci: 9'm *a« 3git a« fioim ,eXoo;i laxosqs XIA
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I - DETERiaNATION OF THE ORGANIZATION OF THE BRAZILIAN
NAVAL GUN FACTORY
a) Strucuure. Line of Authoz-jtv. Degrees of Ilesponslbilitv
and Corresponding: Duties .
Reference: Chart No. 10
The factory, though located in the Navy Tard, is under
the direction of the Bureau of Ordnance, which in Braail i»
calledTJavy Ordnance Directory!?
The affairs are administered by a "Director", a naval
engineer officer.
There are tif^o main departments:
a) Industrial
b) Administrative
The Industrial Department takes care of work directly related
to production. The Administrative Department deals with per-
sonnel, purchasing, and general management.
Its organization is of the functional type. This type
of organisation breaks the job of the old line foreman into
four parts:
a) Preparation of work for the machine*
b) Supervision of machining.
c) Inspection.
d) Maintenance.
The orders aiid directions are issued from the Industrial De-
partment •
This type of organization requires a greater specialise-
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tion in the skills and abilities of those responsible for
the supervision of vrork.
The Industrial Department is divided into tvo divisions:
a) Technical Division
b) Production Division
The functions of the Technical Division are:
a) Preparation of drawings and blueprints*
b) Preparation of specifications.
c) Preparation of publications.
d) Preparation of technical instructions.
e) Preparation of photographs.
f) Preparation of operator's instruction sheets.
g) Preparation of bills of material for the supply
department which procures materials.
h) Provision of technical guidance to other govern-
ment establishments and private industrial plants.
i) Preparation of estimates of the cost of proposed
work.
j) Supervision of apprentice training program.
k) Preparation of scheduling dates.
1) Performance of inspection and tests.
ra) Maintenance of laboratory for inspection of tools
and gauges, and for precision measurement.
The functions of the Production Division are:
a) Manufacture of ordnance equipBient in accordance
with the operator's instruction sheets issued by
the Technical Division.
u-iiCHf 1o no±8ivi©qjj» Bd$
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b) Development and installation of effective methoda
of production.
c) Assistance to other government establishments and
private industrial plants in connection with manu-
facture of ordnance,
d) To obtain from the Personnel Division of the Admin-
istrative Department the necessary number of work-
ers to accomplish the job orders.
e) To obtain from the Technical Division all details,
instructions and drawings necessary to clear up




Carry on a continuing program for the moderniza-
tion and improvement of machinery and tooling,
g) Operate the plant's tool cribs,
h) Take care of the safety of the plant,
i) Take care of the maintenance of machine tools,
materials handling, and buildings,
j) Take care of the maintenance of the electrical
equipment
,





The duties of the Personnel Division are:
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b) Provide tests and examinations for personnel
placement
•
c) Analyse personnel needs of the factory.





Administer programs of services for employee
and management benefit*








n) Fire piX)tection. ^
The duties of the Purchasing Division ares
a) Procure from commercial sources services and
materials for manufacture and maintenance
operations.
b) Determine methods of commercial procurement.
c) Select vendors.
d) Prepare orders and contracts,
e) Administer funds.
f) Maintain records.
g) Take care of stores.
ui
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The duties of the General Management are to:
a) Advise and assist the management in making
improvements*
b) Keep the Director informed on current work
programs.
c) Provide assistance and g^idance in personnel
management and in administrative services.
d) Furnish technical assistance in meeting per-
sonnel, budgetary, fiscal and administrative
management problems*
e) Administer the budget*
f) Prepare and present budget justifications*





II - DETERMINATION OF THE OPERATION OF THE BRAZILIAN
NAVAL GUN FACTOR!
a) Manufacturing of the Product
1 - 3|;^tr9dy9l^^9fi
The installation of the machines waa begun at the
tiiM that ifork waa being organised, men taught and trained*
In order to develop interest for the work being done, some
of the parts of the gun were brought into production.
To the considerable amount of work already being eai**-
ried by the very few engineers in the factory was added the
problem of substituting materials for the ones specified in
the drawings* This led to the casting forging and heat
treating of ingots that in many cases would only have called
for the purchaae of materials of current use in the United
States*
As was said before » the Naval Gun Factory is equipped
for the manufacture of 5V3^ double purpose guns and mounts
,
and amnunition (including shells » cartridge ease and ftiaes);
but to remain within the scope of thisthesis, the product
studied will be the gun barrel*
2 - The manufacturing processes will be studied in three
distinct parts
t
1 - Manufacturing the ingot*
2 • Maimfacturing the gun barrel forging*





1) HiB^ftff^^li.B^ ^^f UM\-
Th« Navy Tard nakas its own atael* There are inatallad
two alactric furnaces of the arc type. Their nominal capaci-
ties are 10 and 6 tons* Ingots are cast into ntodem types of
aolds purchased in the United States. Steel analyses are
ade in the chemical laboratory of the foundry*
Special alloys are imported from the United States*
The chttaical composition of the steel required is the
Btmm as is used in the National Forge & Ordn^ice Co*
The dimensions of the ingot are the same as those used
in the Haval 0un Factory*
2) Manufacturing the mm barrel foraiing*
From the foundry the ingot is taken to the forge » which
is an other building in the Navy lard. In this building the
aajor unit is a 3*000 ton "Eumuko" Hydraulic Forging Press*
There are two furnaces for pre«heating and one for heat-
ing* Preheating treatment is considered to be some thermal
treatment involving a slow rate of heating* Heat-treatraent
is ouch faster*
The process used is the following:
a) Hour - Fire the first pre-heating furnace and
put in two ingots*
b) 10 Hour - Fire the second pre-heating furnace and
put in two ingots*
c) 20 Hour - Remove the ingots from the pre-heating
furnace number one and place them in the heating
furnace* Lower the temperature of pre-heating
furnace No* 1, to receive two more ingots*
^ 9^Vl^ en9bmi mnX ^9&q mj& n^m^
-.::ml.iM^...
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d) 29 Hour > Romova the tifo ingots from the heating
rumece end forge to e 19i*' octa^n in the press*
e) 30 Hour « Remove the two in^ts from pre-hesting
furnace No* Z, and place them in the heating fur*
nace* Loiter the teaqperature of pre-*heating fur-
nace No* 2, to receive two more ingots*
Based on the above process and the actual eqfaij^nent of
the forge shop, we can have two ^^/3^ barrels forged at
every 10 hours*
3) Mift^i^lrMAy^fi Wf ffm ^HTfA*
Reference: Layout of the plant*
The factory has all drawings, tools and operator* s in-
struction sheets made in accordance with the english system
of measures; and all workmen are being familiarised with it
and with the general drafting rules followed in the United
States* Threads, fits and allowances follow the American
standards* Whenever it is possible, the same symbols are
used*
The machines are generally of a sise above the actual
need for the manufacture of 5^/3^ gun*
The actual rate of production is X$ gun barrels per
year*
a) ^f^qrf v^? r%iM n;pm§lm
The forgings are rough turned on a Niles 30" Heavy Forge
Lathe made by Tlie General Machinery Co* of Hamilton, Ohio*
There is not a special machine to determine centers* The
forgings are rough turned at the breech, spotted for a steady
«AiuiOii OX vt^ii'
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FBBt, facttd at th« ands, and opanad up for a rough bore.
The forglnga are rough bored In one boring aachine made
by the Cincinnati Machine Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Three suc-
ceaalve boz*ing8 are made to get the final dlmenalon of 4*652**
before the radial expanaion.
b) Heft trrei^tmei^t^
The heat-treatment is done in a vertical furnace 5* in
diameter and 30* deep. This treatment consists of normalis«
Ing, quenching and drawing. The gun barrel is supported in
the heat-treatment by means of a collar left on the muscle
end.
Straightening after heat-treating, i«hen necessary, is
carried out at one 500 ton Hydraulic Straightening Press
manufactured by The A.B. Farquhar Co.
c) Rid^fil expft^^lQn.
Special equipment is used similar to those used at the
Naval Forge k Ordnance Co.
The forging, after the introduction of the arbor and
packing, is esqpanded in separate pressure stages. The first
stage corresponds to a preasure of 79,210 p.s.i., and the
last to 45,200 p.s.i.
d) After radial expansion
After radial expansion the operations are done in the
following sequence:
dl) Turning to dimensions:
Maximum diameter: 13.100** t .010**
Minimum diameter 6.050**
4i^l
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The test specimens are cut from the breech end with a
thickness of l.SO** to determine whether the alloy steel will
Beet the physical requirements.
d2) Finish bore to the final diameter of 4«99*-
d3) Inspection with a star gauge*
d4) Bore out chamber to 5*30** diameter and a length
of 26.65*, starting from breech. This operation
is performed on the Niles Boring Machine.
d5) Inspection.
d6) Grind the chamber.
d7) Finish turn in the Niles engine lathe to the
prescribed dimensions,
dd) Cut threads, in the Niles engine lathe. Snap
gauges are used to check the thread dimensions.
d9) The gun barrel is rifled » using a white rifling
head and a grooved bar. The number of cutters
is 45.
dlO) Polish after rifling.
dll) The extractor slots are milled in the breech end.
dl2) The key way is cut and the threads interrupted.
dl3) Chrome plate the bore.
The equipment consists of a chrome tank, a wash tank,
and a polishing head.
b) ?l^if ^q^^%p^f^%
All the equipment has been bought in the United States.
All ingots are made in the Foundry Shop.
::'$%
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All forgings are made In the Forging Shop.
All special tools, such as jigs, fixtures, and gauges
are now made in the factory*
Standard tools are bought in the open market.
A laboratory maintained in connection with the inspec-
tion of gauges and tools, including the testing of optical
elements and instruments, is equipped for any kind of pz*eci-
sion measurement.
Summary, showing in each shop of the factory the machines
required to manufacture the product being studied
s
1 - FOUNDRY SHOP
1 - Electric melting furnace, capacity 10 tons.
1 - Electric melting furnace, capacity 6 tons.
1 - Furnace transformer.
1 - Pouring Pit.
1 » Ingot heating and soaking pit.
1 - X-ray Machine.
Note: A chemical laboratory and a metallurgical laboratory
are available in this shop.
2 - FOROE SHOP
1 - 3,000 ton Hydraulic Forging Press.
2 - Porter bar
2 - Pre-heating furnaces.
1 - Heating furnace.
3 - GUN SHOP
1 - Niles 30** Heavy Forge engine lathe.
^u
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1 - Niles 30** Boring Machine.
1 - 42** X 20* Ara«rican Super-productiv« engine lathe.
1 > 42** X 60* American Super-productive boring machine.
1 - Niles 6** Rifling machine.
1 - Electric Vertical Cylindrical furnace.
1 - Horiaontal Boring Machine.
1 - 500 ton Hydraulic straightening Press.
c) I^jYOu^ of t^^e Plyxti
The installation covers an area of 9^^300 square feet.
This area is not all reserved for shop iMork space, but in*
eludes stores and tool rooms.
The shops engaged in the manufacture of ordnance equip-
ment are grouped into three major categories!
a) Foundry Shop
b) Forging Shop
c) Naval Gun Factory
cl) Gun Shop
c2) Shell Shop
c3) Cartridge Case Shop
c4} Fuse Shop
c5) Optical Shop
c6) Fire Control Shop.
The items (a) and (b) are component parts of the Navy Yard.
In our layout we will consider only the machine tools of
the Qun Shop involved in the manufacture of the gun barrel.
The machines are in general grouped according to the type of
operation they perform.
.i^fin^ ^to^t^ia^^ olIaftiifetH itoi? 00c - S.
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III - DSTERMIKATION OF THE PAPER WORK IMVOLVED IN THE
BRAZILIAN NAVAL GUN FACTOHT
a) Standard Procegg Sh^et
We do not have, in our factory, a special form of pro-
cess chart -product analysis. The description of the product
is made by a collection of blueprints* In some cases we have
a verbal description of the px^oess to be followed*
The Process sheet is, however, a ^od way to describe
the method prior to performance, listing the work required
to modify a product in a logical sequence of operations*
Without the process sheet we do not have in a simple










The process sheet is an aid in obtaining the best process be-
fore beginning the work.
b) Process Chart-Product Analysis
"A process chart-product analysis is a graphic means of
portraying the separable steps of the procedure Involved in
performing the work required to siodify a product from one
^u
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stage of completion to another.
"Procees-charta-^product analysis should be made whenever
possible for all materials » prior to the inception of produc-
tion, to aid in obtaining the best possible process and layout
before the beginning of work*
^In all cases of plant layout and process planning, the
process for the contemplated components or products should be
made in connection with the plans for layout and used to ob-
tain the best possible process and layout; that is, least hand-
ling, least number of operations, least scrap, best control,
and smallest workable in-process inventory*"
OPERATORS INSTRUCTION CHART
Reference: Figure No* 9*
This type of chart is the one most used in our factory*
Details of each particular operation and the sequence of the
steps are written as well as the drawing or sketch related to
the operation with all necessary symbols, dimensions, and
tolerances*
Based on technical knowledge and experience, and on
records of previous work, the most efficient procedure for
each operation is established in detail*
It should be noted that an operator's instruction chart
is set up for technical purposes as a 8tanda]:*d plan of per-
fonaance for an operation on a part piece or assembly*
1* ?4undel, M*E*, "Motion and Time Study Principles and
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Th«8e charts, prepared by the Technical Division of
the Industrial Department, are issued to the shop for the




R£COI#GBaiDATIOIiS FOR INSTALLATIOH OF PRODUCTIOH PLANNING IN
THE BRAZILIAN NATAL GUN FACT0E7, BASED 0PON THE STUDY DONE
IN THE PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
1 - liOiyiSi^ESMM*
The history of modem factory systems eulminated in the
autofflatie machines of today, producing great numbers of parts,
80 nearly alike that they are interchangeable in any mechan-
ism with perfect results*
Mechanisation is not enough, however* The human element
continues to be indispensable and the most important part of
the situation.
The issuing of an order to the superintendent of the
Manufacturing Department does not insure that the order will
be carried out*
The production difficulties must be eliminated before
starting the work* An economically sound and workable plan
establishing how production is to be achieved must be traced*
It was the purpose of this thesis to show the importance
of planning for production, and to arrive at suggestions on
how to introduce this technique in a manufacturing plant.
2 - M^ftrit^. Eyig^fifennj?;*









Industrial Engineering involvea a great number of actl«
vities, a complete discussion of which would require an entire
volume* A definition given here, at Purdue » is enough to show
its complecty:
"IndustaiLal Kn^ln^mrlng is that branch of engineering
i^ierein special knowledge of the methematical and physical
sciences and applied psychology together with the principles
and methods of engineering analysis and design » acquired by
professional education and practical experience » are used in
order to solve, in a scientific manner, the problems of de-
signing and controlling an integrated, industrial, human
group activity, the related physical facilities, and the ac-
companying pattern of inter-relationships. *» ^
3 - m\r do we need a Production Planr^jr^p; ^?Yff1^?P?
Production Planning came to be looked upon as an essen-
tial part of every industrial organisation* Its main purpose
is the design of processes, determining methods, operations,
and sequences of operations* Evexy person in this activity
ia there to make it possible for those in the shop to attain
greater efficiency, and to secure the best utilisation of the
equipment and the plant as a Kidiole*
In a general way %#e can say that in planning the produc-
tion we are going to:
1. Department of General JSngineering, Purdue University, 195l»
-r,t<!»ft %^ %0timm .*ii»t?j « «#v,i:f««r«t '^'rh'»H*(*?:^n^ r^.tT.tRi'^.'TT
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a) Determine the best way to do the job.
b) Select the best kind of machine tool for it.
c) Issue instructions to the shop regarding the
proper method of doing it.
With this system we are taking the matter of planning out of
the worker's hands and leaving all of his free time for pro-
ductive labor.
If the function of planning is left to the worker, he
not only takes up part of his time in doing the planning , but
may not reach as satisfactory a solution as the planner. If
this function is considered to be a worker's duty, every
time the job has to be performed the planning procedure nust
be outlined agcdn. There will, also, not be records of the
processes and methods used in the plant.
To select the machines the new job can be studied regard-
ing the machine tools available in the plant so that the mach-
ine which most nearly fits the requirements will be used.
Sometimes an alternate machine can be considered, to perform
the job in consideration.
All of the points that have been discussed are intended
to show how much a well organised Production Planning Depart-
ment helps the management of a plant.
Based upon the comparative study done between the Nation-
al Forge k Ordnance Co. and the U.S. Naval Gun Factory, an
organisation chart for the Kaval Gun Factory, in Brasll, will
be outlined in order to locate the proposed production plan-
ning function in this industrial enterprise.
;n*ir e44 •olora^tf^a (j»
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I • RSCOMICSNDATIONS FOR THE ORGANIZAXIOHAL STRUCTURE AND
POSITICai OF PRODUCTION PLANNING IN THE ORGANIZATION
References: Charts Number 10 and 11*
Following the Chart No* 10 (structural) of the Brasllian
Gun Factory, we can sea that Its affairs are administered by




It is recommended that its affairs be administered by the







al) Costs & Accounting*
a2) Payroll
a3) Purchasing
This department would acctuimlate and maintain detailed
manufacturing, maintenance, and operating e2gp>enditure8 data
and records for purposes of complete cost accounting and bud*
getary control; certify and pay civilian payrolls, (md pro-
cure from commercial sources services and materials, select*
ing vendors and preparing orders and contracts*
^x
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In th« actual organisation tha Induatrlal Dapartnant la
divldad into two divisions:
a) Technical Division*
b) Production Division.
Tha dutiaa in tha Aaarican organisations studlad which
ara attributed to *'£nginaaring*' are included in the dutiea of
the Technical Division of the BrasHian Naval Qun Factory*
It is recozsmended that a new department in the Brasilian
Haval Cun Factory be establiahed and called the "Engineering
Department**.




Thia department would design ordnance equipment and improve
exiating deaigns; design inspection gagea; develop test speel«
ficationa and supervise tests and inspections of the ordnance
equipment; prepare production drawings and specifIcationa;
provide parts and Hats and information on material; prepare
pamphleta; have custody of all drawinga; reproduce and dia-
tribute drawings f sketches, specifications, standarda, ord-
alts, and related data, and supervise all the ordnance re-
aearch.
The Production Division is one part of the Induatrlal
Department of the Brasilian Haval Qun Factory.
1. This is an abbreviation of the term *'ordnance alteration**
•
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A n«w department la racoramended , which will kaap tha
same nama "Production*. The Production Department will in-
clude a aupply diviaion and a ahop diviaion.





The Shop Diviaion should be aub-dlvided into:
c5) Gun Shop*
c6) Shell shop*
e7) Cartridge Caae Shop*
c8) Fuse Shop*
c9) Fire Control Shop.
clO) Optical Shop*
The production department ahould be directly related to the
nanufacture of the product and concerned with the problem of
coordinating the elementa of production: labor » material « and
manufacturing facilitiea*
The Production Department would manufacture and aaaemble
ordnance equipment, apare parte, toola and accessories; con«
trol the manpower distribution within the divisions; provide
operating aasistance and technical guidance to other govern-
ment eatabliahments and private plants in connection with
manufacture of ordnance; receive, preaerve, pack, atore,
issue, ship or deliver all material from other naval activi-
tiea, ahops and commercial flrma; and aasure proper factory
adi
:a IJJ» ;^a£;;
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maintenance and upkeep.
In the Brazilian Naval Gun Factory, personnel is one
division of the Administrative Department,
A separate "Personnel Department" is recommended deal-
ing with:
dl) Selection and Placement,




The Personnel department would advise and assist in carrying
out personnel management; maintain civilian personnel records;
analyze personnel needs, recommend policy and procedures con-
cerning selection and placement; provide technical advice and
assistance on training matters, conduct programs at its own
school; assist in the induction of new employees; provide
beneficial suggestions, food services, medical assistance and
other morale activities; recommend policy and procedures to
rate the merit of employees; and provide plant-guards, fire
protection and industrial safety.
In the Brazilian Naval Gun Factory there is no Industrial
Engineering Division.
Developments of the last ten years have brought Industrial
Engineering to great prominence in industry throughout the
United States. This new department would lead to the scienti-
fic solution of industrial problems of production, personnel,
•nd m^nagei^ent • Industrial Engineering is concerned princi-
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pally with plant, equipment, and production methods* Its
major objectives are efficiency of manufacture, prevention
of waste, and cost reduction.
It is recommended that a new department be established





•4) Motion and Time Study.
This department would develop manufacturing processes,
determining and recording methods, sequences of operations
(including inspections), and tools for each operation; assign
work operations to appropriate groups of machines; determine
man-hours for set-up and operation; organise the paper work
involved in the manufacture with the purpose of control; de-
termine new layouts to get the best work flow; develop stand-
ards; and provide technical guidance and assistance in the in-
stallation of approved plans.
After a study of the recommended organisational structure
which is the relationship between people in the organization
required to form an effective working group, we can locate the
Production Planning activity in our industrial enterprise.
The organization consists of a number of unit organizations
or cells. All organizations grow by additions to these cells.
The installation of the Industrial Engineering Department in
the organizational structure brought a bn.ndle of these organ-
iioi.tn6v»^<| ,9iif;r9StviiA» to xoaeJL^jtfjM ^'ik^t^itSs^l^p iotas
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izational cells. The "Production Planning Division", is
then a new organiiational cell of the new "Industrial Engi-
neering Department".
jjhe Industrial Engineering Department will have a staff
function in the proposed combination line-and-staff type of
organiaation.
The functions of the Production Planning Division will
be:
fl) Determination of methods, operations, and se-
quence of operations.
f2) Determination of inspections, gages, and
tools required for each operation.
f3) Distribution of work operations to appro-
priate shops and to machine groups within
the shop.
f4} Estimation of set-up and operation time.
f5) Preparation and release of "standard
Process Sheets".
f6) Preparation and release of "Process charts-
Product Analysis" and "Operator's Instruc-
tion Charts", when necessary.
f7) Preparation of flow diagrams.
fS) Provision of technical advice and assistance
on and review of industrial engineering
matters.
f9) Development of long-range plans and specific
projects aimed at improving the operation of
the factory in the field of manufacturing
n,.j.. £ ©vfid XIi:w .'i.e •.--• nee a %;ni"£©wtls«i2l .:...
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processes. Including the conduct of such
studies and Investigations.
flO) Assistance In overcoming obstacles arising




III - PAPER WORK RECOMMENDED FOR THE PRODUCTION PLANNING
FUNCTION OF THE ENTERPRISE
1 - Standard Process Sheet.
Reference: Figure No. 10,
a) DefWt^Qi^
A »»Standard Process Sheet* is a special form of a pro-
cess chart-product analysis, listing the work required to
modify a product*
b) Code
This is a combination of numbers or numbers and letters
to designate the form, in accordance with the "Code l^^anual"
of the factory.
c) Purposes
cl) To specify all production operations in their pro-
per sequence, following a pre-determined pr-ocess-
ing method.
c2) To assign work to shops and to functional groups
within the shops.
c3) To indicate the machine tools or equipment to be
used.
c4) To determine the estimated times for the operations.
c5) To determine the estimated times for the set-ups.
c6) To indicate tools and gages necessary.
c7) To determine part, assembly or sub-assembly iden-
tification.
c8) To determine material identification.
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dl) The Standard Process Sheet should remain under the
jurisdiction of the head of the Industrial Engi-
neering Department, who exercises advisory direc-
tion over the entire manufacturing pr-ocess. Ke
must make a general review of the sheet planned by
the Production Planning Division, and send it in
to the Production Department.
The head of the Production Department, after making a
careful study of the process and the tools involved, issues
the sheet to the head of the Shop Division,
The supervisor of the shop, in this particular case the
gun-shop, reviews the processing and tooling in order to plan
its accomplishment within the shop, to note any discrepancies
which may have been overlooked and call them to the attention
of the superintendent of the Shop Division, or to propose al-
ternative methods better suited to the shop conditions.
e) Standard Operation Procedure
el) The Industrial Department should receive the copies
of the production drawings, specifications and bill
of materials from the Snginaering Department.
e2j The Industrial Department should receive from the
Finance Department the information concerning the
amount of authorized funds allocated to the job in
consideration
•
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e3) B«««d on the data of the previous items, the Pro-
duction Planning Division fills out the Standard
Process sheet*
e4) After a general review arid criticisra of the pro-
cessing and tooling planned by the Production
Planning Division, the head of the Industrial De-
partment sends the Standard Process Sheet to the
Production Department.
e5) From the office of the Production Department, the
sheet goes to the Superintendent of the Shop Divi-
sion and then to the Supervisor of the shop in con-
sideration (Gun Shop in this case),
e6} The Supervisor of the shop, together with the work-
ers he considers necessary depending on the kind of
job to be performed, reviews the processing and
tooling specified in the sheet, in order to evalu-
ate its soundness*
e7) When tools, material, prints. Standard Process
sheet, and when necessary, the Operator's instruc-
tion chai't, are available in the shop, the super-
visor is ready t® give the order to start the Job
in accordance with the outlined process.
^) Drawing of the form
fl) Head
1) Factory Name
2) Title; Standard Process Sheet
3) Code: In accordance ifith the "Code Manual*
of the factory.
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11) Prepared by - Standard Process Sheet clerk.
12) Examined by - (head of Production Planning
Division)







The numbers in this column indicate the
sequence of operations.
2) Operation Description.
This shows the operations necessary to manu-
facture the article or part in the sequence
established by the column "Operation Number".
The work units are listed within each opera-
tion in the order reqjiired by the process.
3) Shop name or number.
4) i^chine name.
After grouping the work units into operations
iSL
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and arranging the operations in the proper se-
quence, we now determine the machine tool within
a particular shop to perform the work*
5) Set-up time.
The standard set-up time is set operation by-
operation. The standard times are obtained from
existing data if available, or else by time stud-
ies. If some alteration takes place in the pro-
cess or in the equipment, the standard time is
again determined from the time studies made by
the Motion & Tira« Study Division of the Industri-
al Department.
6) Operation time.
The same procedure that was used in item 5 is
applied to the determination of the operation
time.
7) Pieces per unit time.
This column gives the number of pieces manufac-
tured in a certain unit of time.
S) Tools.
The purpose of this column is to provide the name
or code number of the special tools and gages re-
quired for each operation. The standard tools
and gages will be referred to as "standard* in
these columns.
g) Procedure for development of Standard Process Sheets !
gi) The first task that imist be accomplished by the
Production Planning Department is to obtain the
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approximate volume to be produced. This part
is the aim ,
g2) The analysia of the job means that each separate
part must be considered and the work units deter-
mined to convert the raw material into a finished
part.
g3) Collect all basic data available for the particu-
lar industry, in order to make an intelligent
choice of equipment.
g4) When the work units have been determined, the next
step is to group them in a logical sequence. The
machines on which the operations are to be per-
formed and their locations in the shop will have
a considerable weight in determining this. In
synthesizing we are selecting the style and size
of the machine for each operation and grouping
the work in the proper order. For each operation
the special tools, jigs and fixtures must be indi-
cated.
g5) Make rough cost estimates in order to check on
price requirements.
g6) After the Standard Process Sheet has been com-
pleted, the Production Planning Department must
provide Operator's instruction sheets, for the
operations to be performed. When the Standard
process sheet and the operator's instruction sheet
are completed from the blueprints, all details of
dVX
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the work have been carefully worked out by the
Production Planning Department. Now the "workmen"
have only to follow instructions in order to manu-
facture the product in the most economical fashion.
We can now release the technical paper work to the
proper personnel and start the installation of the
method. In the general procedure for planning the
production this phase is called "Application .*
g7) The design of a process is not completely finished
when the scientific approach based ikn the above
steps, i.e., s^, ^^y§^s, bftsi^c da^tft, synthesiae.
check and application , has been gone through just
once*
2 - Process Chart - Product Analysis
Reference: Figure No. 11.
a) Definition
"A Process Chart-Product Analysis is a graphic means of
portraying the separable steps of the procedure involved in
performing the work required to modify a product, from one
stage of completion to another". -*•
b) Code
In accordance with the "Code Manual" of the factory.
c) Purposes . How made . How used . and Symbols . are the same
as encountered in the "Motion and Time Study" text book of
G.E. 128.
1# "Motion and Time Study Principles and Practice", M.E.
Mundel, Prentice Hall, New York, 1950.
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It contains the total amount of each symbol used
in the chart.
3 - Operators Instruction Chart .
Reference: Figure No. 12.
a) Definition
The "Operator's Instruction Chart" is a drawing, blue-
print or sketch with all necessary symbols, dimensions and
tolerances, in which details of each particular operation and
the sequence of the steps are written.
b) Code
In accordance with the "Code Manual" of the factory.
c) Purposes
cl) As a standard plan of performance for an operation
on a part piece or assembly.
c2) For the instruction of supervisors, foremen, and
operators, when necessary.
d) Responsibilities
These charts are the responsibility of the head of the
Industrial Engineering Department. They are prepared by the
Production Planning Division. The supervisor of the shop
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e) Standard Operation Procedure
el) Based on the blueprints sent from the Engineering
Department and on the Standard Process Sheot, the
Production Planning Division prepares the chart in
cooperation with the motion and time study division.
e2) After a general review and criticism, the head of
the Industrial Department approves the chart and
sends it to the Production Department.
e3) From the office of the Production Department, the
sheet goes to the Superintendent of the Shop Divi-
sion and then to the supervisor of the shop in con-
sideration.
f) Drawing of the form
fl) Drawing of blueprint or sketches, with dimensions,
tolerances and symbols.
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INTRODUCTION OF PRODUCTION PLANNING IN THE BRAZILIAN
NAVAL GU24 FACTORY
The first step toward the installation of this industri-
al activity should be an educational movement to sell the
principles and purposes of the new industrial activity.
People tend to resist innovation. This may be taken as
axiomatic.
The "human factor" is a most important problem to be
considered in the integration of "Production Planning" into
the organisation.
The various steps for installation in a proper sequence
will be traced in order to prevent going ahead too fast.
Tact, determination, and perseverance will be indispensable
until the idea of a production planning system has been sold
to the personnel.
In the beginning, the installation usually involves a
certain amount of confusion among the workers. It is there-
fore necessary to prepare the supervisors and workers in ad-
vance of the actual change. Adjustments among management
personnel will be as serious as among the workers. A change
from the original set-up to the new one involves changes in
the duties and responsibilities of the top level of manage-
ment.
The new duties, responsibilities and communications among
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the branches of the organization must be studied and planned
well in advance of the change. If plenty of time is allowed
for the various members of the organization to become accus-
tomed to the plan and to talk it over before installation,
many future difficulties will be prevented.
Regardless of how the production planning system is intro-
duced into a plant, the final decisions and the details of the
system will depend largely on the type of manufacturing, ^his
was the reason why the recommendations for installation of the
activity were based on the study of two factories xfhich are
engaged in the same kind of work. The author is convinced
that a production planning system will eliminate many of the
present difficulties and will reduce production costs in the
long run.
When the management is sure of the advantages and wisdom
of the new activity, the installation will further coopera-
tion between the several branches in the plant.
From the recommendations now being made, a tailor-made
plan will result to satisfy all the requirements.
For the installation of the new activity a committee
should be appointed within the factory. The committee should
be composed of members of the present Industrial and Adminis-
trative Departments, under the effective direction and coor-
dination of the factor* s director.
The committee should be informed in detail of the plan*s
content and have the benefits explained to it. The success
of the plan will depend upon the attitude of the committee
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toward Ito Absolutely no doubt of ita value must remain
after the dlacussiona*
By the installation of this activity in the "Brazilian
Naval Gun Factory", the author is sure that production will
be improved leaving more time for creative thinking and plan-
ning for the future.
Many adjustments will be necessary before the introduc-
tion of this new industrial activity is successfully complet-
ed.
To quote Lillian M. Gilbreth, a pioneer in Industrial
Engineering:
"Processes are orderly procedures, or methods, or rules
of ways of doing things. They are complicated enough anyway.
We want to make them as simple as we can. They have their
operating side and their human relations side.
"In this field unless we have cooperation all the way
along the line in getting ideas for simplification of work
and putting the ideas into effect, they will not be of any
particular value to anyone".
If we get this cooperation "all the way along the line"
from the human element, "Production Planning" based on the
fundamental principles and practices learned in the United
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